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ABSTRACT

The major ann of this research is to bring up the magnitude of

natural hazard risks in Izmir built-up zone and its, not being taken into

consideration adequately. Because the dimensions of the peril not taken

seriously enough, the natural hazard risks, which are commonly well known,

are not considered important or they are being forgotten after some time

passes. Within this research, the magnitude of natural hazard risks for Izmir

is being presented in the scope of concrete and local researches over Izmir

risky areas.

In addition to the thesis's anns, the ongomg laws, regulations,

applications and institutions about the concept of natural hazards in Turkey

would be criticized in detail. Furthermore updated suggestions would be given

upon the basis of existing approaches in the field of politics and planning.

Since the concept of natural hazards has an impossible to fully

cover perspective considering the measures of pre- disaster and post- disaster,

the physical attribute of the buildings influencing the residential precautions
cannot be studied. However this thesis would be used as a reference for the

future researches in uncovered parts of the topic.
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Oz

Tezin temel iddiaSI, izmir kenti yer1e~ik alam i<;erisinde dogal afet

Iiskinin yiiksek oidugunun ve bu tehlikenin yeterince dikkate almmarugmm

ortaya konmaslrur. Herkes tarafmdan bilinmesine ragmen, dogal afet tehlikesi,

boyutIarmm ciddiye almmamasl sebebiyIe uzerinde duruImamakta yada

afetIerin uzerinden klsa bir sure ge<;tikten sonra unutuImaktadrr. Bu tez

kapsammda, izmir kenti risk alanian uzerinde somut ve noktasal

ara~tmnalarm l~lgmda, izmir i<;in afet riskinin buyiiklugii gozier onune
sertlmektedir .

Tezin hedefledigi bir diger iddia, dogal afetIer konusunda Tiirkiye'de

uygulanan; kanun. yonetmelik. uygulama ve kurumsal diizen uzertne bir

eIe~tiri getirip farkh onerilerinde irde1enmesi sonucunda politika ve pianiama

anIaY1~1butununde yeni oneriler oIu~turmaya <;ah~maktadrr.

Dogal afet oigusu afet oncesi ve sonraSI ile geni~ bir perspektife

sahip oimasl sebebiyIe flzikse1aniamda mekana yonelik almacak oniemler bu

tez kapsammda ara§tm1rnaml§, fakat bu yonde ileride yapl1acak <;ah§malara

bir referans oImasl du§unuImu§tur.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

People have been concemed with the problems arising from natural

hazards since early history. 80- called natural hazards have always been part

of the human history. Traditionally, natural hazards have also been seen as

"Acts of God", but nowadays, it is clearly understood that the damage in

natural hazards have natural and technological components. Also the effects

of the hazards could be magnified because of the human activity.

Natural hazards are activities of nature. The earth IS a highly

dynamic planet, and most of the natural events show a wide range of

variation through the time energy and material of environmental process. The

extreme natural events are not considered hazards unless they cause death or

damage to humans. A severe earthquake in a remote, unpopulated region is

an extreme natural event of interest to seismologists, nothing more.

Hazard is an ever- present, unavoidable part of life. The fact is that

such events are not unexpected. As urban growth in hazardous areas

continues and as buildings are constructed carelessly, the devastating

potential of floods, earthquakes, landslides, and rock falls etc. increases at

the same time, advances in mapping hazardous areas, assessing population

vulnerabilities, and designing buildings to withstand destructive forces have

created new opportunities for reducing losses.

The main reason of researches about natural hazards is to develop

the new useful pre- disaster and post-disaster strategies and programs. It is

necessary to take measures nationally and locally against diversifying natural

hazards, specific variations of which are regional and country- wide.

Especially in countries having a risky geographical and geological structure,

like Turkey, a concept or perception and measures against natural hazard are

unavoidable.

Turkey has many geological disadvantages such as existing at

active tectonic plate boundaries, and having flood, earthquake, landslide,

1



rock fall, avalanche, hurricane and drought prone areas. The important point

here is, to be aware of importance of these natural events and to take political

and physical measures against them. Natural hazards are generally forgotten

in short time. Many projects that are planned to mitigate future hazards are

suspected soon after natural hazards happen. Instead of taking pre- disaster

measures and precautions, only emergency measures for recovery and post

disaster aid to the victims of a calamity are applied.

Urban disaster risks and vulnerabilities are great problems for

Turkey. The annual loss of life and property through disaster in the world's

major metropolitan areas is increasing. Urban concentrations of the poor and

less- informed in environmentally fragile locations suffer the impact of

disaster disproportionately. For example, the continued occupation of

vulnerable locations in Turkey's metropolitan areas by law- income

Gecekondu developments will compound the inherent risks associated with

high- density environments, in appropriate technologies, and inadequate

infrastructure.

There are senous natural hazard risks in Izmir, which is a

metropolis and third largest city of Turkey. Flood, earthquake, landslide and

rock fall hazards have damaged to Izmir built up zone many times in the past.

Especially, earthquake risk increases the hazard probability. But the

competent authority cannot take main measures and precautions.

1.1. Aim of the Research

In this research; the major ann IS to bring up the magnitude of

natural hazard risks in Izmir built up zone and its, not being taken into

consideration adequately. Because the dimensions of the peril not taken

seriously enough, the natural hazard risks, which are commonly well known,

are not considered important or they are being forgotten after some time

passes. Within this research, the magnitude of natural hazard risks for Izmir

is being presented in the scope of concrete and local researches over Izmir

risky areas.
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In addition to the thesis's anns, the ongomg laws, regulations,

applications and institutions about the concept of natural hazards in Turkey

would be criticized in detail. Furthermore updated suggestions would be given

upon the basis of existing approaches in the field of politics and planning.

Since the concept of natural hazards has an impossible to fully

cover perspective considering the measures of pre- disaster and post

disaster, the physical attribute of the buildings influencing the residential

precautions cannot be studied. However this thesis would be used as a

reference for the future researches in uncovered parts of the topic.

1.2. Methodology

Studies over natural hazard started by study in worldwide scale

and completed by descending to detailed work in a residential areas scale at

locations in Turkey, Izmir Altmdag district landslide area. Policies for

preventing and diminishing natural hazard impacts has been presented and

criticized under law, regulation, and institution and application headlines.

A natural concept is explained; important natural hazards from the

past till today (countries affected are listed) are illustrated in the Chapter 2.

Furthermore, through the visual and numeric data, it is stated that natural

hazard damages reach beyond state borders and become a common problem

of the whole globe.

Chapter 3 entails the studies on effective natural hazard variations

and damages caused in Turkey from the past until today. The geological and

geographical risks of Anatolia are explained. Regional differences and other

effectivenatural hazard varieties are also presented in this chapter in detail,

together with the detailed information. All of this information is obtained by

literature / Intemet surveys.

The subject of Chapter 4 is the establishment of risk areas by

putting together the studies over effective natural hazard kinds that have

happened or have potentials in Izmir metropolitan city, which have been

researched and achieved by different institutions and foundations.

3



Chapter 5 covers a detailed study about a landslide risky area in

Altmdag district; with inquiry system about social, economic characteristics of

the residents of this area and their land/building ownership characteristics,

supported by photo archive illustrating people, land and buildings, presented

as a case study area.

Chapter 6 deals with policies that have been created till today

about sensitive planning in the field of natural hazards, with the scope of

relevant laws and regulations, and relating institutions and applications, and

presents different suggestions and criticisms oriented towards present

strategies.

Last Chapter consists of proposals in general, concerning sensitive

planning process to the concept of natural hazard

4



Chapter 2

DEFINITION OF HAZARD AND DISASTER

Disaster and so-called natural hazards are integral part of our

human history and can be studied from a number of viewpoints. A sociological

or humanistic viewpoint states that the severity of a natural hazard depends

upon who you are and what society you belong to. The Marxist theory argues

that droughts and earthquakes do not kill or strike people in the same way. It

is the poor and oppressed who suffer most; society is differentiated into groups

with different levels of vulnerability. A geographical approach focuses on

describing and explaining these natural uncontrollable physical events, and

trying to understand their causes and consequences.

In the modem world, there is an increasing contradiction between

the outstanding achievements in science and medicine, which make life safer

and healthier, and the continuing death and destruction associated with the

extremes of nature. The contradiction is complicated by the fact that science

itself is not hazard but it led to recent emergence of some man-made threats,

which arise, from the misapplication and failure of technology. People are now

at risk not only from geophysical events, such as earthquakes and floods, but

also from industrial explosions, releases of toxic substances and major

transport accidents. A growing awareness of hazard is a greater distance

encouraged because all disasters occurrence.

Disasters may newsworthy and studied in various ways, but more

importantly what is the difference between a natural process or natural hazard

and a disaster? "A hazard is a perceived natural event which threatens both life

and properly- a disaster is the realization of this hazard?" (Whittow 1980, p:

28) Disasters then are extreme events, which cause great loss of life and

property and create severe disruption to human activities. They can be created

by human actions, e.g. major transport accidents and industrial explosions or

natural process e.g. floods. A natural hazard is when extreme natural events

or process occur in an area of human settlement and could cause loss of life

and damage to standing constructed resources and infrastructures.

5



2.1.CoDcept of Hazard

Traditionally, natural hazards have also been seen as "Act of God".

This perspective has not been helpful because it suggests that humans have

no part to play in creating these hazards and have even less hope of mitigating

them. However with changing ideas of cause and effect, the concept of hazard

has also changed. As human spread over the globe, it has become

progressivelymore difficult to attempt a rigid distinction between Acts of God

and Acts of man. Equally, natural and technological developments cause

natural hazards occurrence. The impact of a tropical cyclone can be greatly

reduced by means of a warning message derived from monitoring by satellites

and weather radar. The impact of a nuclear accident will be heavily influenced

by the prevailing weather conditions controlling the downwind path and the

rate of fallout from the radioactive plume.

Natural hazards are best seen in an ecological framework (Fig.1).

This distinguishes between natural events and their interpretation as natural

hazards. Environmental hazards interlace between the natural events systems

and human use systems. (Fig. 2.1) Human responses to hazards can change

both the natural events in, and the human use of, the environment. Since the

earth is highly dynamic, most natural events show a wide range of alteration

through time in the use of energy and materials for natural process. The other

limits of these behavior extremes and certain statistical measures vary

magnitude-frequency relationships. (Kates, 1978)

So, natural hazards result from the discord of processes with people

and they lie at the interface between what has been called the natural events

system and the human use system. This version of natural hazards gives

humans a central position. Kates accented that " firstly) through location)

because it is only when people and their possessions get in the way of natural

processes that hazards exist. Secondly through perception, because humans

place value judgment on natural process as part of a general environmental

appraisalwhenever they settle and use land. In other words) hazardous events

merely represent the extremes of a distribution of processes that, in a slightly

differentcontext) would often be regarded as a source". (Kates, 1978)

6
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Figure 2.1 Environmental hazards exist at the interface between the natural events
and human use systems. (Kates, 1978 p.p.: 10)

The relationship between environmental hazards and environmental

problems are very strongly. It is possible to derive the following working

defInition of environmental hazards: "extreme geophysical events and major

technological accidents, characterized releases of energy of materials, which

pose an unexpected threat to human life and can cause significant damage to

goods and the environment. "(Smith, 1992)

2.2. Dynamic Scale of Natural Hazard

Hazard is an ever-present, inescapable part of life. Each day we all

face some degree of personnel risk, whether it be to life and limb in a road

accident, to our possessions from theft or carelessness or to our immediate

surroundings from noise or other types of pollution. No one can live in a totally
risk-free environment and a concern for risk can be traced back to the earliest

recorded times (Covelloand Mumpower, 1985). Moreover, it is expected that

public concern about risk will continue to increase in the future despite the

fact that most people are enjoying longer, healthier lives.

Clearly, hazard, risk and disaster operate on varying scale. In terms

ofdecreasing hazard severity, we can recognize the followingthreats:
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hazards to people: death, injury, disease, stress

hazards to goods: property damage, economic loss

hazards to environment: loss of flora and fauna, pollution, loss of

amenity. (Smith, 1992)
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Figure 2.2. Theoretical relationships between the severities of environmental hazard
(Moore, 1983 p.p.: 7)

The relationship between a hazard and its probability can then be

used to determine the overall degree of risk. (Fig. 2.2) Whilst damage to goods

and the environment can be extremely costly in economic and social terms, it

is normally accepted that a direct threat to life is the most serious hazard

faced by humans.

According to studies in U.K. by who give reference, about 640.000

deaths occur each year from all causes in the total population of some 54

millionin United Kingdom. This yields a figure of 1.2 x 10-2 as the individual

risk of death Per year averaged over the population. (Tab. 2.1) It is high during

the first four years of life, drops markedly for the 5 to 9 age group and then

rises constantly so that, at age 70, individuals are exposed to a risk

approximately ten times that of the youngest children. This pattem reflects the

importance of degenerative diseases in the Westem world. About 90 Per cent

of all deaths are due to familiar medical disorders (heart disease, cancers,

respiratory ailments) Accidental death constitutes less than 3 Per cent of the

overall risk and is mostly attributable to common events, such as road

accidents. Therefore the high media proftle for repaid -onset environmental
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disasters is not matched by the actual loss of life in the developed countries.

(Tab.2.2)(Grist, 1978).

Table. 2.1. Individual risk of death according to age for the UK (Grist, 1978, p.p.: 7)

Age Grou

The m8.1Il reason IS that, although major disasters may be

important incidents for group deaths, they occur relatively infrequently. On

the other hand, the fatal consequences, especially for certain natural hazard

events, can be very high. Although environmental hazards are not an everyday

cause of death or damage, it is their potential for unexpected inauspicious

loss, which not only ensures that they make news but also gives them their

unique character.

Around the world more than 300 natural hazards occur each year,

taking about 250.000 lives and directly affecting more than 200 millionpeople

(IFRCRCS, 1993). Economic losses amount to some billions dollar, of which

roughly two fIfths are insured, but the deprivations and hardships, are not

uniformlydistributed from place to place. About 90 Per cent of impacts occur

in developing countries, where loss of GNP due to disasters is 20 times what it

is in developed nations. Moreover the balance is not redressed by intemational

aid,which seldom exceeds 4 Per cent of economic losses. "(Berz, 1994.)

Almost one in every five natural disasters is a flood. As more than

onein every ten is hurricanes and a further one in ten is other kinds of storm,

the combined frequency of severe weather hazards amounts almost to one

quarter of all impacts (IFRCRCS, 1993). Each of earthquakes and wildfires

produce slightly less than one in ten events. Droughts and famines account

for6 % of impacts, cause the most deaths, and affect 100 million people Per
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annum. Most of the rest of the deaths are accounted for by hurricanes, which

affect an average of 20.3 million people each year, earthquakes (5.7 million),

and floods (74.0 million). Ratios of deaths to injuries vary widely with each

source of disaster. Not least because injury is difficult to define, but among

sudden-impact catastrophes the number of reported injuries varies from 53.4

Per cent of all casualties in earthquakes to less than one Per cent in tsunamis

and cold weather hazards (IFRCRCS,1993).
Some 49.2 Per cent of death occurs in Africa and 43.7 Per cent in

Asia.The African total is dominated by starvation in major droughts, while the

Asiantoll results from many different phenomena.

Avalanche

Cold wave

Tsunami

Volcano

Landslide

Storm

Fire

Droughtlfamine

DEATHS 10.000 20.000 30.000 40.000 50.000 60.000 70.000 80.000 90.000

Flood

Earthquake

Hurricane

Figure 2.3. Naturalhazards and their vitaldamages (Alexander,1993 p.p: 3).

In the present century four major earthquakes have killed 600.000

people in China, in whose vast territories lethal floods or droughts occur

virtually every year. Elsewhere in the continent disasters are highly repetitive:

for instance earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, mudflows and typhoons cause

an average of 10.9 disaster Per year in the Philippines, 8.6 in India, 6.3 in

China, 5.6 in Indonesia, and 4.0 in Bangladesh (ADM1993.)About 84.7 Per

cent of the world total of surviving disaster victims is to be found in Asia.

A number of impacts are likely to result from the predicted trend

towards global warming. This will cause an expansion in the areas with mean
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sea-sunace temperatures of 26°C or more, which are the hurricane spawning

grounds.

Despite global warming, there is still little indication that extreme

events are intensifying or becoming more frequent around the world.

Table2.2. Proportional Incidence of Disasters and Loss of life by continental areas,
1947- 1981 (Frampton, Chaffey, Hardwick, Mc Naught, 1996)

NorthAmerica

Caribbean and Central
America
SouthAmerica

Europe
.•..

Africa

Disaster Incidence (%)

33
7

lives Lost (%)

1.0

4,5

Table2.3. Number of disasters, average disaster related deaths and damages per
event, ranked separately for selected countries in. (Frampton, ChafIey, Hardwick, Mc
Naught, 1996)

azard DamagesC'OOOUS$)# of Disasters Disaster Deaths---- - _.......•.. -
India 199-

Philippines 134
_ __ __;0;... ...........,.,.,...... ""-- __ ---..~_

Indonesia 110 .

Bangladesh 109

Japan ·91

China PR 89~

Brazil 68

Mexico 60

Iran 53

Turkey 43 Iran

Colombia---39 -Turkey -=;::;=~
Italy 39 Colombia
Chile 37 Mexico---~"""""-;""-';""""'·

Pakistan 33 Indonesia
--.,,-"-- ...••...•. ~ -

Fonner USSR 31 Philippines
~~ ===~~:::;;;:==""

Ethiopia 25 Spain
SouthAfrica- 25 " - Brazil
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Many of the apparent increases are the result of gradual

improvements in monitoring and recording: in the USA, for instance, Doppler

radar and the other techniques have improved rates of tomado detection from

800 to over 1000 per year (Doviak and Zrni, 1993). There is, however, clear

evidencethat the number, size and impact of disasters is on the increase.

Finally, it can be overemphasized that the conventional measures of

disaster using deaths and economic damages ignore both the wider impact

and the intangible losses. (Fig. 2.4) illustrates how the different effects of a

major disaster can extend from the victims in the immediate hazard zone to

reach the world through the media and appeals for aid. Not all the effects are

negativeor even predictable. Thus, there is usually little evidence of hysteria

or panic behavior during the event. The relief and rescue phase often brings

out a strong individual and community spirit with most of the healthy

survivorsengaged in positive longer-term psychiatric disturbance. After some

disasters, attitudes of blame, resentment and hostility have emerged and

evacuation and relocation exacerbate many pre-existing problems when

established neighborhood ties are broken. {Smith, Keith, 1993)

'l'1 tl'. NATURE OF HAZARD

Figure 2.4. A disaster impact pyramid jSmith, 1993, p.p: 30)
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2.3.The Causative Factors or Hazardous Problem

The world trend is probably towards more disaster-related deaths and

damages. There are several reasons why this should be so, even if the

frequencyof events is not growing and despite the many positive steps being
taken to reduce disasters:

• population increase and pollution

• land pressure

• technological innovation

• economic growth

• social expectation

• marginalization

• the militarization and politization of aid

• growing interdependence

Population increase and pollution;

World population in the early 1990s was 5.67 billion. It is set to

growto 7.27 billion by 2015 and if it fails to stabilize in the ensuring years

mayreach 12.5 billion by 2050. (Alexander, 1993)

By itself, population growth means that the overall number of

people likely to be affected by potentially destructive forces is increasing

throughout the world. However, the fact that the fastest rates of growth are

experienced in the less developed countries, and that the largest increases

occur in the poorest sections of the community, implies that the impact is

bearing most heavily on those least able to protect them. Another factor

related to population growth, which is also important in the less developed

countries, is the increased pressure for people to live on, and use, marginal
land.

Population concentrations in self-built urban slums. within high
risk zones, such as seismic regions, floodplains or near to the industrial

plants, greatly accentuate the potential for disaster.
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Landpressure;

The basic resources for human civilizations are land and water. As

population grows, so grows the need for land to use as living space, for

agriculture, and for resource extraction. In many countries the

impoverishment of the agricultural base has led to large shifts of population

fromrural areas to urban centers. The migrants live in housing which would

not be able to resist an earthquake.

Not only does this concentrate the risk but also the rural migrants

form the poorest urban dwellers. Such as, most of the rural migration has

been to cities with high seismic risk.

Moreover, the community organization necessary for disseminating

hazard warnings and mobilizing evacuation and relief scarcely exists in such

areas. (Smith, Keith 1992)

Technologicalinnovation;

The nsmg technology of the rich countries is normally seen as

helping to prevent disaster through better forecasting systems or safer

construction techniques. And technological development has led to undeniable

benefits in the field of hazard mitigation: witness the use of satellite images in

storm forecasting and tracking. (Sheets, 1990) However, the more a society

becomes dependent on advanced technology, the greater is the potential for

disaster if the technology fails.

Nominally reliable systems cannot be guaranteed to resist
environmental stresses and other factors increase the risk. Continued

urbanization, new high-rise building construction on man-made islands in

coastal areas, the proliferation of nuclear reactors, the reliance on mobile

homes for low-cost housing, more extensive transportation (especially air

travel)world-wide are all example of technological and social trends which

createadditional vulnerability to hazard.
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Economicgrowth;

Growing vulnerability to hazard is not simply the prerogative of the

less developedcountries. Continued economic growth in the wealthy countries

over recent decades has increased the exposure to catastrophic property

damage.

Along with the growing complexity and cost of the physical plant

responsiblefor the world's industrial output, capital development has ensured

that each hazard will encounter an increasing amount of property unless steps

are taken to reduce the risks within cities. Partly in response to the growing

shortageof building land, much of the growth has occurred in areas subject to

'1aturalhazards, whilst man-made hazards such as toxic chemicals and the

use ofnuclear power have added to the loss potential.

The availability of increased leisure time has led to the construction

of many second homes built in potentially dangerous locations such as

mountain and seashore environments. The populations in the developed

countriesare living much longer and older people, because of their lower level

ofmobility,are likely to be more vulnerable to all hazards.

In many areas, tsunamis, volcanoes, hurricane storm surges and

acceleratederosion cause major economic loss, and often-substantial loss of

life.Thus a 1991 cyclone surge killed some 145.000 residents of the coastal

chars, or sandbanks, of Bangladesh, and caused damage valued at US$1.285

million(Khalil,1993).

In the USA, the population of Florida, now 13 million, increased by

almostone third from 1980 to 1990. The vast expanse of new development in

that state partly explains why in 1992 Hurricane Andrew caused US$ 15.5

billionin insured losses, even though timely evacuation of nearly 1.5 million

peoplereduced the death toll to a simple 32 (NOAA,1993).

Socialexpectation;

Other problems ensue because of rising social expectations,

particularly in the developed countries. People have become much more

mobilein recent years and expect to be transported around the world in the
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minimumelapsed time irrespective of adverse environmental conditions, such
as severeweather.

Consumers from most weather-dependent enterprises such as

energysupply or water supply expect the same absolute security of service.

Frequentlythe drive for efficiency and greater competition in commerce and

industry has resulted in reduced manning and smaller operating margins. In

turn, these allow less scope for an effective corporate response to

environmentalhazard. (Macrae and Zwi, 1992)

Militarisationand Politicisation of aid;

"In these days of total warfare, it has become difficult or impossible

to dissociate aid from conflict. If a natural catastrophe occurs in areas of armed

polarization, relief supplies may be expropriated, attacked, or even destroyed in

order to deny the enemy its sustenance, and relief workers may be intimidated

orkilled" (Macrae and Zwi, 1992).

Moreover, the intemational community tend to supply aid on the

basis of both a very brief attention span, one disaster soon being supplanted

by another in the collective conscience, and a web of strategic alliances which

does not match the pattem of needs generated by disaster impacts. "One

consequence of these problems is that the total of refugees, now 16 million, has

grown25 times faster than world population. » (Tooleand Waldman, 1991.)

!ntemally displaced migrants are probably even more numerous: in

the Philippines, for example, they number 1.2 million, while in Bangladesh

indigentvictims of natural disaster form one quarter of new migrants to the

capitalcity, Dhaka. (Alexander, 1993)

Growinginterdependence;

It is clear that the growmg interdependence of individuals,
communitiesand nations means that disaster can affect others far outside the

immediatearea of impact. And natural disaster could become very dangerous
forall countries.
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Major disaster, such as the Sahelian drought, India Earthquake,

IzmitEarthquake, Kobe Earthquake and the other important natural hazards

not only disrupt local economies. But also can bring shortages in neighboring

regions,create floods of international refuges and stimulate aid programmers

to the extent that the repercussions of environmental hazard are now truly
worldwide.

Especially, the neighbor countries act with solidarity because of

natural hazards, which effected more than one country.

Table 2.4. Impactofdisaster in relation to national population,growthand
developmentvariables(WorldResourcesInstitute, 1994)

2.4. Typology of Natural Hazard

Geophysical processes have dominated most of the previous

classificationsof hazard. It has also been usual to identify the impact of single

elements,such as wind speed of rainfall, because this is relatively easy to do.

Naturalhazards can be divided into climatic hazards or atmospheric hazards,

seismichazards, mass movements hazards and hydrological hazards.

Climatic hazards caused by fluctuations in atmospheric processes.

Seismichazards those that originate within the earth and are related to

internal crystal processes. And land instability hazards or mass movement
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hazards that relate to surface processes including and volume changes to

sunace sediments covering such phenomena as landslides and avalanches.

2.4.1. Atmospheric or Climatic Hazards

Climatic hazards or atmospheric hazards are amongst the most

serious hazards affecting human populations. Compared to earthquakes or

volcanoes,atmospheric hazards can appear unspectacular but they usually

havean impact upon an enormous number of people.

Between 1960 and 1980, droughts, floods and hurricanes

accounted for 58.5 Per cent of all people experiencing loss or damage by
natural disasters. In addition to the substantial human cost the [mandal cost

can be astronomical. Between 1987 and 1993 there were 15 natural hazards

that cost the insurance industry more than US $ 1 billion. Of these, ten were
wind-related and accounted for 85 Per cent of the US $ 53 billion total.

(Frampton,Chaffey, Hardwick and McNaught, 1996)

The widespread impact of these hazards is due to several factors.

Frequency; Climatic hazards are frequent events. Snow is an

annual event in high latitude countries. An average of eight Atlantic

hurricanes occurs every year.

Size; Climatic hazards can be very large in extent. Whilst

earthquake damage is normally limited to a few hundred kilometers from the

epicenter, a hurricane can over 1.300.000km2 and last three weeks.

(Frampton,Chaffey, Hardwick and McNaught, 1996)

,
2.4.1.1. Severe Storm Hazards (Winds, Storms, Hurricanes)

Frequently the atmospheric elements combine in a way, which

greatlyincreases the threat, as when low temperature combines with high

winds. (Fig. 2.5) The most visible expression of these compound hazards

occurswith severe stornis. Human vulnerability to severe storms continues to

risebecause of the progressive occupation of the most hazardous zones.
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Figure 2.5. Wind- storm view (http:j jearth.jsc.nasagovjprintinfo.cgi)

Since then the demand for homes located as close as possible to the

shore has led to further population growth in many coastal areas. In the

coastal countries of Florida alone, the population has grown from less than

500.000 in 1900 to more than 9 million in 1990. By the year 2000, it is

estimated that over 75 Per cent of the American population will be

concentrated within 100 km. of the coast. {Smith, 1993)

Severe storms are dominated by tropical cyclones. Outside the

tropics, where the lower atmosphere is much less uniform, conflict between

contrasting air masses and strong surface convection can produce other

violentstorms. Tornadoes and hailstorms are particular threats, which occur,

mainlyin the warm season. Other hazards, notably storm force winds, ice and

snoware posed by severe winter storms. Despite their variety, all these storms

presenta hazard from strong winds.
These are several hazards associated with the characteristics of

tropical cyclones, all of which need to be accurately forecast. Strong winds

cause the most of the structural damage. Heavy rainfall creates freshwater

flooding.Storm surge is the feature that causes most deaths and much salt

contaminationof agricultural land.

A very important type of wind hazards is tornado. A tornado is a

violentlyrotating narrow column of air, which average about 100 mt. in

diameter,and extends to the ground from a cumuli form cloud. The strong
tornadodisaster recorded in the USAwas the called Match 1925. Losses in the

threeMidwesternstates hit by this storm included 695 people dead, over 2000

injuredand damages equal to 40 $ million at 1964 prices. (Chagnon and

Semonin,1966)
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Figure 2.6. Windstormsrisks areas in worldmap (http://hum.amu.edu.pl/-zbzw)

Hail consists of ice particles, which fall from clouds to reach the

ground. Large hail has been known to result in deaths but the main damage is

to property especially standing crops. Most hail produced by thunderstorms in

whichstrong vertical motions are present. These motions give rise to towering

cumulonimbus clouds, which are often associated with thunder and lightning.

Mosthailstorms result from strong surface heating and are warm wedge under

warm. Hail can also be a problem at high altitude in the tropics where, for

example,the tea crop in Kenya is at risk.

In the other hand some attempt will be made to distinguish between
the windstorm threat and the snowstorm threat.

Severe windstorms, frequently accompanied by heavy ram, are

usuallyassociated with deep mid latitude depressions. The greatest damage is

oftensustained in coastal areas where wind-driven waves encroach upon the

shoreline eroding sea defenses and other structures. For examples, in the

winterof the 1977-1978 a combination of strong waves, local storm surges

and high tides caused an 18 million $ loss along the coast of California

(Pappas,1978).
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The special factors effect to wind storm. Physical factors; The EI
Ninoevent is linked to extreme weather conditions is the Pacific but a notable

reduction in North Atlantic hurricanes. Demographic factors; such as

increasedpopulation totals and densities mean that more people exist in some

high-risk areas. Such as increased standards of living about economic
factors.

Even m areas normally subject to severe winter weather,

exceptional snowstorms can create disaster. For example, the extreme

snowfalland torrential rains in the first two months of 1987 over part of

Georgia, USSR, led to over 300 avalanches and widespread flooding.

Approximately 150 people were killed with 2700 dwellings completely

destroyedand a further 3560 (Giorgidze, 1987).

2.4.1.2. Wildfires and Temperature Extremes

Wildfires may be caused by natural events, such as lightning

strikes, or by human actions, such as sparks from a campfire. Most wildfire

start in comparatively remote areas and may be confmed to forest and brush

land; but others are an expression of the increasing recreational and other

pressures at the interface between wild land and urban areas and may

eventuallythreaten cities. (Fig.2.7)

However, all wildfires develop because material is sufficiently dry to

burn and prevailing weather conditions encourage the fire to spread.

Unusuallyhot, dry weather is the main common factor.

Figure 2.7. Wildfireview(http://earth.jsc.nasa.gov/printinfo.cgi)
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Two interdependent factor fuel and weather determine wildfIres.

Fuel influences both the intensity of the frre and the rate of spread. The

crescent of southeastern Australia is the most hazardous wildfrre region on

earth. One major reason is the nature of the fuel in this area. Most Australian

forestsaccumulate a great deal of fuel on the forest floor, mainly from bark

shedding.(Fig.2.8)

After wildfrre disasters, it is usual to see increased demands for frre

ban legislation, although this is unlikely to be effective unless it can be

properlyenforced. Fire bans on specifIc days of high risk are often necessaIY

but there is a danger that more general bans will increase the risk of a major

eventdue to the close relationship which exist between frre outbreaks and the

availability of fuel. The recognition of this relationship has led to the

increasing use of low-intensity frres to reduce fuel accumulation. The

advantagesof prescribed burning under controlled conditions lie in reducing

the intensity of wildfrres and lowering the spotting potential of fIbrous barked
trees.

Of the frres, which threaten life and residential areas, the majorities

aredue to human actions. The main ignition sources are probably agricultural

fIresand careless visitors who discard cigarette ends or let campfIres get out of

control.The principal threat exists in the rapidly expanding development of

forestand grassland areas beyond major cities.

The attraction of a rural environment, together with effective

commutingfacilities, has encouraged the expansion of low- density suburbs of

cities,such as Los Angeles, Sydney.

Forecasting and warning play an important role in wildfrre hazard

reduction.At appropriate times of the year, frre danger ratings are normally

issuedas a specialized meteorological service (Haines, D. A.1983).
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Figure 2.8. Wildfiresrisks areas in world map (http://hum.amu.edu.pl/-zbZWf)

2.4. 1.3. Drought Hazards

Drought is often quoted as one of the major natural hazards of the

developingworld. This reputation is not without foundation, the worst storms

maykill a few hundreds of thousand but drought killed tens of thousands in

India in 1770 and just fewer than 10 million in China in 1978. (Frampton,

Chaffey,Hardwick and McNaught, 1996) Drought is different from other

climatichazards and unlike hurricanes or floods, never directly kills people

but peopledie of the consequent hunger.

Drought may cause lower crop yields but floods results are more

serious.Political, social and economic factors all have a major part to play and

the climatologicof the region is important factor among many (Fig. 2.10).
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Figure 2.9. Drought view (http:j jearth.jsc.nasagovjprintinfo.cgi)

Drought impacts tend to be worst in drier areas for two reasons.

Firstly, low mean annual rainfall is associated with high variability. It is the

lack of rainfall reliability in these areas. Secondly, the duration of drought is

greater in the drier lands. (Fig.2.9) In the wetter areas, drought is usually

createdby a rainfall deficit over a comparatively short period of perhaps a few

months or one growing season. But, in drier areas, drought tends to build up

muchmore slowly over a number of poor rainfall years.

Figure 2.10. Drought risks areas in world map (http:j jhum.amu.edu.plj-zbz)

In 1975-76 drought over northwest Europe lasted no longer than 16

monthswhereas the more recent drought in the Mrican Sahara region was

created by persistently dry conditions over at least 16 years from 1968,
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Figure 2.12. Flood risks areas in world map (http:j jhum.amu.edu.plj-zbzwjglobj)

During the past few decades, urban communities in the US have

progressivelyadopted a regulatory approach whereby land use management

policieshave been used to limit further floodplain development. They also

noted that floodplain development pressures could be reduced if, through a

mixedpolicy of land annexation, service extension and zoning by-laws, the

community made available an adequate supply of flood-free land for

development.(Burbby, 1988) In England and Wales, the Town and Country

planningacts since 1947 have controlled floodplain development. And all over

theworld,different practices and investigation do research on floodplain.

2.4.2. Seismic or Geological Hazards

The three main seismic hazards are earthquakes, tsunamis and

volcanoes.Both earthquakes and volcanoes release enormous amounts of

energyin a relatively short space of time. Their impact is often sudden, and

theycan occur with very little warning.

Earthquakes generally occur more frequently than volcanic

eruptions, over 3000 recorded (5+magnitude) earthquakes occur each year,
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although only about ten of these are likely to result in serious damage to

propertyand loss of life. (Frampton, Chaffey, Hardwick and McNaught, 1996,)

It is the surface manifestations of seismic hazards that clearly have

the greatest impact, in terms of loss of life and damage to property. If such

consequences of these hazards are to be reduced and minimized, then an

appropriate level of management is necessary. Ultimately, development of

accurate prediction techniques for seismic events, and the establishment of a

range of precautionary procedures depend on an understanding of the

physicalprocesses that are responsible for the eruption. It is in the uppermost

layersof the interior of the earth that the causes of seismic activity have to be

sought.

2.4.2.1. Earthquake Hazards

Earthquakes are the main seismic hazard. Sudden movement along

a fault plane within the interior of the earth is the cause of most earthquakes.

Theyaffect at least 35 countries and kill more people per year, on average,

than any other hazard. One of the worst geophysical disasters ever recorded

was the Shensi, China and earthquake in 1556, with over 800.000 deaths.

Chinaalso suffered badly in the Tangshan event of 1976 with up to 750.000

deaths. The high losses are due to a combination of mountainous topography,

earthquake related ground failure and the high population density. (Frampton,

Chaffey,Hardwick and McNaught, 1996)

Figure 2.13. Earthquake view (http:j jearth.jsc.nasagovjprintinfo)
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In urban areas frre is an important consequence of earthquakes.

Morethan 80 Per cent of the total properly damage in the San Francisco

earthquake of 1906 was due to frre rather than to ground shaking. Similarly,

in the 1989 event, the failure of gas and water pipes led to frres within the city.

In 1999 earthquake, which devastated Adapazan and Golciik, Turkey, nearly

20.000 people died. Many were killed because it was almost bedtime. In

downtownKocaeli hardly a building survived the intense frres that started

afterthe quake. (General Directorate of Disaster Affairs Earthquake Research

Department)

There IS an old saying to the effect that it is buildings, not

earthquakes that kill people. The vast majority of earthquake related deaths,

and most of the fmancial loss, is due to the structural collapse of houses and

other buildings. The impact is direct result of by building materials and

methods. All masonry structures are at risk in earthquakes but the most

vulnerable buildings are constructed from adobe or sun baked clay bricks.

Manyadobe houses have thick clay roofs, weighing up to 10 tones, which are

proneto collapse when shaken. In parts of earthquake-prone Anatolia, Turkey,

placinglarge boulders on the roofs to prevent windstorm damage increases the
hazard. Most of the houses in the Middle East and Latin America are of this

type.{Smith,1993) (Fig.2.14)

Figure 2. 14.Fault lines and distribution of earthquake epicenters in world map
(http://hum.amu.edu. pi/ -zbzw /)
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Earthquake is caused by sudden movements along a geological fault

ill rocks comparatively near to the earth's surface. Most movements are

precededby the slow build-up of tectonic strain, which progressively deforms

the crystal rocks, and produces stored elastic energy. When the imposed

stresses exceed the strength of the rock it fractures, usually along a line of

pre-existingweakness known as a fault. The displacement of rocks may be

eithervertical or horizontal and is often visible at the ground surface in the

form of small fault scarps or the lateral offsetting of streams or roads

respectively.{Smith, 1993)
One of the most serious hazards associated with soft sediments is

soil liquefaction. This is the process by which water-saturated sediments

temporarilylose strength, usually because of strong shaking, and behave as a

fluid.Loss of bearing strength usually occurs when the soil liquefies under a

building. Large deformations can result within the soil mass causing

structures to settle and tip.

The severe shaking in an earthquake can cause natural slopes to

weakenand fail on land. The resulting landslides, rock and snow avalanches

are major contributors to earthquake disasters, largely because so many

destructiveearthquakes occur within mountainous areas. Rock falls are the

most common earthquake-induced form of slope failure but two leading

causesof death are rock avalanches and rapid soil flows.
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Figure 2.15 Problems and Solutions to building in earthquake- prone areas.
(Frampton, Chaffey, Hardwick and McNaught, 1996, pp: 72)

Avoidanceof high- risk earthquake areas is the most direct land use

adjustment. The microzonation of land with the aim of converting already
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developedareas to parkland or similar uses, and the prevention of further

developmentat hazardous sites, must be a priority. Such a policy depends on

the public availability of information about the problem. In the most desirable

residential areas, other attributes, such as schools, shops, investment

potential, appeared to be more important to buyers than uncertain risks,

especiallyif the purchaser intends to relocate in a few years time.

2.4.2.2. Tsunami Hazards

Tsunami is the most characteristic secondary earthquake related

hazard. Tsunami is a Japanese word, tsu meaning port or harbor and nami

meaningwave or sea .. {Smith, 1993) This derivation is very appropriate since

thesemassive waves inundate low-lying coastal areas.

Most tsunamis result from tectonic displacement of the seabed

associated with large, shallow focus earthquakes under the oceans but they

can also be caused by explosion of volcanic islands and large rock falls into

confinedbays. Tsunamis pose a threat to 22 countries in the circum-pacific

regionin recently 100 years. Over 50.000 coastal residents have lost their

lives.A total of 370 tsunamis were observed around the pacific between 1900

and 1980. (Horikava, and Shuto, 1983) (Fig.2.17)

Figure 2.16. Tsunami view (http:j jearth.jsc.nasagovjprintinfo.)

Physical destruction from tsunamis occurs through a variety of

mechanisms.Flotation and drag forces can move houses whilst inundation
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turns floating debris, such as boats, vehicles and timber into projectiles which
smash into structures.
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Figure 2.17.Tsunami risks areas in world map (http:j jhum.amu.edu.plj-zbzwf)

Strong wave currents undermine harbor foundations and lead to

the collapse of bridges and sea walls. Fire and pollution often result from the

spillageof oil and other toxic materials stored in port facilities.

Rezoning flow-lying coastal land at risk from tsunamis, in

association with structural strengthening of building, can be an effective

defense. For example, Crescent city, California, was badly damaged by a

tsunamiafter the 1964 Alaska earthquake. Since then the waterfront has been

redevelopedinto a public park and the beach area has been rezoned with

business premises now located back from the shore on higher ground.

(Preuss,J. 1983) The need for tsunami mitigation to be explicitly integrated

intothe planning of hazard-prone coastlines for example evacuation routes,

canbe prepared and protected.

2.4.2.3. Volcano Hazards

"A volcano is a mountain fonned by the accumulation of erupted lava

and volcanicash. The names come from "Vulcan", roman god of the forge".

(eoch, 1995) There are about 500 active volcanoes in the world. To be
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prudent, all volcanoes, which have erupted within the last 25000 years,

shouldbe regarded as at least potentially active. In an average flfty volcanoes

erupteveryyear.

Figure 2.18. Volcanoview ((http://earth.jsc.nasagov/printinfo.)

Volcanoes are found in three tectonic settings. Firstly, they are

heavilyconcentrated at the interpolate margins. About 80 Per cent of the
world'sactivevolcanoes are located in the seductions zones where one tectonic

plate is thrust and consumed beneath another. Many of the world's most

famousvolcanoes, such as, Fujiyama in Japan, Mayon in the Philippines,

MountHoodin Oregon and Mount Vesuvius in Italy. (Fig.2.19)

Secondly, rift volcanoes occur where tectonic plates are diverging.

Theyare generallyless explosive and more effusive, especially when they occur

on the deep ocean floor. Thirdly, hot spot volcanoes are located in the middle

oftectonicplates where a weakness allows molten material to penetrate from

the earth's interior. For example, Hawaiian islands in the middle of the pacific

plate.

Partly because seismic activity varies so much, eruptions are the

sourceof multiple hazards. Worldwide they have been responsible for killing,

onaverageof 640 people per year in the twentieth century through to 1982. At

1990 values, volcanoes have created an estimated total of some 10 billion

dollars,in property damage over the same period. Most volcano-related deaths

are associated with explosive eruptions involving pyroclastic flows and

tsunami. As with other environmental hazards, the impact of volcanic

eruptionsdepends heavily on the local population density.
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Figure2.19. Volcanoes risks areas in world map ((http:j jhum.amu.edu.plj-zbzwf)

The flanks of volcanoes attract settlement, especially in tropical

areas where the potentially fertile soils are well watered and can support a

large agricultural population. More than most other hazardous phenomena,

volcanoesalso provide resources. Apart from the fertility of many ash falls,

they also supply energy, building materials and enhanced opportunities for

tourism.(Smith, 1993)

Land planning has an important role to play in reducing volcanic

disasters, both in terms of restricting development in hazardous areas and in

the preparation of emergency evacuation plans. Land use zoning and the

selectionof safe sites depend on long-range forecasts of the probability of

volcanicactivity and the identification of areas of potential risk.

Volcanic-risk maps can be prepared, which show the possible area

extent of volcanic phenomena in the future inferred from the geological

evidenceof past events. Environmental conditions at the time eruption will

also be important. The degree of snow cover, which may be seasonally

dependent,will affect the avalanche hazard whilst the speed and direction of

thewindwill determine the airborne spread of tephra.
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2.4.3.Mass Movement or Geomorphic Hazards

The rapid downslide movement of surface materials under

gravitational influences represents an important group of environmental

hazards, especially in mountainous terrain. Large volumes of rock mixed with

earth,water, snow or ice that can move at high velocity under the impetus of

gravityand water cause Mass Movement Hazards. They can be classified

dependingon the dominant materials.

The main types are rock falls, landslides and avalanches. These

hazards are currently increasing worldwide as land pressure forces new

developmentson to unstable slopes. Either seismic activity or atmospheric

eventsincluding torrential rainfall can trigger mass movements. Some of the

largestrecorded events have been earthquake-induced.

During the early 1970s, an average of nearly 600 people per year

werekilledby slope failures world wide, with some 90 Per cent of these deaths

in the region around the Pacific basin. This zone is particularly susceptible to

mass movements because of the combinations of rock type, steep terrain,

heavytyphoon rainfall, rapid land use change and high population density.

However,it is likely that most of these deaths would be associated with slope

failuresfollowingearthquakes. Economic losses due to landslides have been

estimatedat more than 1 $ billion per year in several countries. For example

in the USA,these economic losses threaten public safety in more than half the

states,causing 25-50 deaths Per year. (Smith, 1993)

2.4.3.l.Rockfall and Landslide Hazards

Each of these events is a downslide displacement of regolith and

rock.Such events popularly are called landslides. However, many geologists

preferthe term mass movement because these displacements do not always

occuron land but on the seafloor as well, and many move by creeping or

falling,rather than sliding. Three types are commonly recognized based on

increasingwater content: fall; movements of debris (mainly rock) through the

air. Slides;downslide movements (rock and soil) along slip surfaces. Flows;

downslope movements of debris (fluidized soil) as a viscous mass. (eoch,

1995)
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Figure 2.20. Landslide and Rock fall views (http: / / earth.jsc.nasa.gov)

Earthquakes include many hazardous rock falls but more

spontaneous slope failure also occurs, especially in closely jointed or weakly

cementedmaterials on slopes steeper than about 40 o. The greatest rock fall

hazardexists when joints and bedding planes are inclined at a steep angle, as

in the highly folded stratigraphy common in major mountain chains like the

Himalayas,Andes and Rockies.

Landslides include both bedrock and the overlying soil. They are

always associated with disturbance of the equilibrium relationship, which

normally exist between stress and strength in material on slopes. The

relationshipbetween stress and strength is determined by factors such as the

height and steepness of the slope and the density and cohesion of the

materialson the slope.

Debris flows tend to be less deep-seated, and rather rarer, slope

failures than landslides. The high water content means that the material

movesfaster and further from the original source. Although stream channels

guidethe course of debris flows, and to that extent is predictable, the speed

and range of movement of these events mean that they tend to claim more
livesthan landslides.

Landslide control IS most effective if combined with land use

planning.There is a need for such a comprehensive policy in most countries,

althoughthe strategy adopted in Japan is one of the few available models. In

1938nearly 130000 homes were destroyed and more than 500 lives were lost

in landslides. In 1976 the worst year for landslides in that country for about

twodecades only 2000 homes were lost and fewer than 125 people died.

(Smith,1993)
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2.4.3.2.AvalaDche Hazards

"As with slope failures in rock and soil, a snow avalanche results

from an unequal contest between stress and strength on an incline". (Schaerer,

1981)The strength of the snow pack is related to its density and temperature.

Comparedto other solids, snow layers have the unique ability to sustain large

densitychanges.

Most snow loading on slopes occurs slowly. The most important

triggersof pack failure tend to be heavy snowfall, rain, thaw or some artificial

increasein dynamic loading, such as skiers traversing the surface. Avalanche

frequencyis thus related to sloppy angle, with most events occurring on

intermediateslope gradients of 30-45°.

Like landslides, abounding in snow can be stabilized on slope by a

varietyof techniques but they also offer opportunities for artificial release. The

advantagesof artificial avalanche creation are two-fold: firstly, they can be

releasedat pre-determined times, when ski runs and highways are closed, so

that snow can then be cleared away with minimum inconvenience; secondly,

andmoreimportantly, the abounding in snow can be released safely as several

smallavalanches rather than allowing the snow over to build up to become a

majorthreat. (Smith, 1993)
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Figure 2.21.Avalanche view (http:/ jearth.jsc.nasagov)
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Figure 2.22. Avalanche risky area (http:j jhum.amu.edu.plj-zbzwjglobf)

The qualitative recognition of sites susceptible to multiple mass

movementsis often possible. Such as, many avalanche tracks also function as

landslidegullies during the spring and summer. Stream channels are the most

commonpaths for debris flows, which occur after periods of heavy rain.

Avalanche zoning employs historical data of avalanche occurrence

forthe identification of hazardous locations and supplements this information

with terrain models and models of avalanche dynamics to determine more

detailed degrees of risk. For certain locations some idea of the long-term

pattern of mass movements can be compiled from trees and other woody

vegetation,which are still standing in the track or run out zone, but which

havebeen physically damaged by previous events.

Where avalanches threaten settlements, it is necessary to zone the

areaat a larger map scale and adopt related planning regulations. The length
ofthe run out zone is a critical factor here since it determines whether or not a

particularsite will be reached by moving snow. The zoning methodology is well

establishedin many countries. (Frutiger, 1998.For example. The Swiss use a

three-zone,color-coded system, as detailed. Similar planning regulations have
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been adopted for communities in the Rocky Mountains of the USA. (Mears,

1984)

At the present time, the challenges and the opportunities for

reducing the loss from natural hazards have never been greater. Although

most risks are potentially avoidable, factors such as uncertainty about the

frequencyand magnitude of future events and the central role played by

human failing in all disasters make the total elimination of hazard an

unrealistic goal. What then can reasonably be done and "How safe is safe

enough?"This too is probably an impossible question to answer. All we know
is that more could be done to achieve a safer world.

Although only inadequate comparative disaster data exist, the best

available evidence is that overall losses are rising, despite increased

investment in hazard mitigation measures. The greatest economic damage

occursin the developing countries but the developing countries and the poorer

membersof most communities suffer the severest total impact, in terms of

deathsand relative economic loss. In some cases these impacts are sufficiently

severetojeopardize development efforts.

Finally, yet much of the knowledge already exists to reduce the

damaging impacts from most natural hazards. What is needed is more

effectiveimplementation of all the existing hazard- reducing capabilities. In

other words, either a shift from research increasingly implies the better

"application"of existing knowledge as well as the "generation" of new

knowledge.For example, scientific knowledge, especially that which relates to

uncertainty,must be expressed in ways that are more useful to local decision

makers and hazard managers. Education and public information is also

importanthere to ensure that the user communities become better skilled at

defIningtheir own needs.
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Chapter 3

NATURALHAZARDFACTS FOR TURKEY

3.1.Factors, Increasing the Hazard Risks

Turkey's geological, seIsmIC, topographical and climatic

characteristics combine to provide a setting for many types of disaster.

"1.000. 000 houses have been damaged by hazards in 1Urkey in the last 70

'lears.About 73 percent were damaged by earthquakes, 22 percent by floods,

15 percent by landslides, 10 percent by rock falls and 7 percent by

meteorologicalevents and snow avalanches.» (Ministry of Public Work and

SettlementGeneral Directorate of Disaster Affairs, Disaster Data Collection

andAssessment Group)

Three different factors increase the natural hazard risks for Turkey:

Urbanarea problems, land use problems and Gecekondu problems.

3.1.1. Urban Area Problems and Vulnerability

As urban areas grow in population they tend to spread out into

formerlyrural areas. Land use follows a predictable pattem in expanding

cities:the fIrst use of land is agricultural; houses appear along the edges of

fieldand roads. Then residential use predominates, fmally many residences

becomeworkshops, and factories are built in the neighborhood. Urbanization

and industrial growth exacts a severe environmental price, increasing the

demandfor under ground water while increasing the risk of disastrous

pollutionof the aquifer because of the degradation of the surrounding
watershed.

Rising urban populations and housing shortage forced low-income

groupsinto illegal and unplanned zones and shantytowns in metropolitan
areas.

Turkish urban areas are vulnerable to a range of hazards, but

disaster- related investments and donor attention have largely been
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concentrated on technical measures aimed at the study of earthquakes.

Similarly,government policies have tended to be limited to land use rules and

constructionregulations that are often ignored most at risk and who need to
usethem the most.

Although the largest danger facing Turkish urban areas is natural

hazards such as earthquakes and landslides, numerous other hazards exist.

Improper handling of solid wastes causes explosive methane built-up

endangersthe physical environment, reduces property values and destroys the

scenicand tourism values of highly visited areas.

. In Turkish urban areas where people, buildings, infrastructure and

socio-economicactivities are highly concentrated, natural and man-made

hazardscan produce greater physical damage and casualties than would take

placeif the people and activities were dispersed. Dense settlement interrupts

natural regenerative processes and destroys protective greenery and ground

cover: ultimately the environment IS degraded, usually severely.

Environmentaldegradation increases disaster vulnerability, and every disaster

has an additional negative environmental impact.

In spite of the governments' efforts to improve living conditions in

thenation's intermediate size cities, most of the urban population has opted to

livein large cities where these problems are more severe. The percentage of

urban population living in cities of 100.000 or more has climbed from 45

percentin the 1960s to 67 percent in 1990.

Turkish Legislation related with lower vulnerabilities and pollution

in urban areas are not sufficient in the unregulated settlement their unsafe

buildings on unsafe land. Often these settlements surround industrial

facilitiesplanned for and constructed on open land with no residential

neighbors.To encourage industrial development and associated employment

opportunities,pollution controls were not adequately applied in the past, and

penaltiesfor non-compliance were small. (Orhon, 1991) This combination of

the increased physical vulnerabilities of urban settlements and environmental

degradationincreases urban disaster risks substantially.
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3.1.2. Land Use Problems

Turkey's land sunace area is 77.8 million hectares. The country is

dividedinto seven geographical regions that show considerable variations in

geographyand climate. A large portion of the country is mountainous, except

the Central Anatolian plateau and the coastal valleys. Although some areas

receiveheavy rainfall, such as the Black Sea coastal region, the country, as a

whole,belongs in the semiarid zone of our planet.

There are official land classifications ill Turkey designating the

properuse for every piece of land according to its qualities. Land is classified

into eight groups according to the nature of its topsoil, its slope and other

properties. Land types 1-2-3-4 are reserved for agriculture. Types 5-6-7 are

suitable for forestry and pasture. In between, there is type 4, which mayor

maynot be used as agricultural land, depending on the climate and the socio

economic conditions of the area. It is best to use this type of land by

alternatingcrops and plants every 10 to 20 years. Type 8 designates land not

suitablefor any productive use but has to be planted in order to prevent floods
andavalanches.

Table 3.1. Land Use Classifications According to Land Types in Turkey
(http://www.temaorg.tr)

Land Use

The table indicates that 60.1 percent of Turkey's land area is

suitablefor use as forests and pastures. In reality, however, 26 percent of the

country'sland area is covered by forest, with less than half of it in productive

use.Table3.2 shows distribution of land according to actual usage.
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Maquis cover 3 million hectares of the actual 20.2 million hectares

of forest area. Official statistics show that there is a significant amount of

illegaltimbering. The needy villager or the greedy developer also plays their

part in accelerating deforestation. Furthermore, only % 10 of forest area is

productiveand the rest is degraded.

Table: 3.2. Land Use Classifications According to Land types in Turkey
(http://www.tema.org.tr)

Land Use Million Hectares Percentage (%)

Meadowsand Pastures

Forests

Non-agricultural Use

TOTAL

21.7

20.2

8.3

77.8 100

Pasturelands have suffered their share of degradation. In 1938,

pasturelands were an estimated 41 million hectares. In 1980, they were down

to 21.7 million hectares. There had been no new legislation on pasture use

since 1858. The law regulates the use of state-owned grasslands by setting
limitson the number of livestock that can be allowed to feed from a certain

amount of land. Agricultural fields constitute 26.5 million hectares, but only

6.4 percent of the total area is classified as primary lands. These prime lands

areusually allocated for industry, mining, slum settlements, roads etc. (TEMA,

1999)

3.1.3.Gecekondu Problems

Gecekondus are numerous in Turkey's larger urban areas, which

area copingdevice of the less affluent and a response to the rising land prices

that often accompany with rapid urbanization, placing legal buildable lots

outside of the reach of many families. Such spontaneous settlements are

fou!ldin developing countries world-wide, and the words to describe them
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have become familiar: "busters" in India, "casbah" in Algeria, "macambo" in

Argentina,"rancho" in Panama, "favela" in Brazil, "gourbeville" in Tunusia,

and "bidonville"in Morocco. (Parker, Kreimer 1995) They are insufficient and

inefficientpolicies for providing land, affordable housing, infrastructure and
servicesin the cities.

Turkey began to urbanize rapidly between 1945 and 1950, after the

emergenceof multi-party political system and mechanization in agricultural

production as a result of "Marshall Aid" (USA).The move to big cities in the

westernpart of the country was not accompanied by job creation. (Tab. 3.3)

All gecekondus share certain characteristics. Usually they are built

on somebody else's land or on public lands without the owner's permission,

and they are constructed without regard to building permit. And the areas

wherethey are found are either incompatible with residential use, or it is a

violationof city development plans and other land use regulations.

Since a traditional Gecekondu is built in a hurry with substandard

materials,the structure is weak and vulnerable. Recently, however, more time

and money has been put into their construction, and there are even

Gecekonduapartment houses. In the early years of Gecekondu development,

the homes were built with a flexible floor plan so families could expand them

as needed in response to change in family size.

Table 3.3. Number of Gecekondus and their populations (Kelel1,1990, p.p.: 369)

Years

GecekonduInhabitants% Of Urban

Population
--_._--1955 50000250000 4.7

1960

2400001200000 16.4

1965

4300002150000 22.9

1970

6000003000000 23.6

----
1980 11500005750000 26.1

1990

17500008750000 33.9
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Most "gecekondus" are concentrated in three major cities: Istanbul,

Ankara, and Izmir. In 1968, about 30 percent were in Ankara, 19 percent were

in Istanbul, and 12 percent were in Izmir. (Tab. 3.4) The remaining 39 percent

werescattered through Adana, Bursa, Zonguldak, Gaziantep, Hatay, Kocaeli,

Diyarbakir, Konya, Urfa, Eskisehir, Balikesir and 40 other cities. Between

1955 and 1990, gecekondu building increased from 50.000 to 1.750.000

nationally, and their population grew from about 250.000 to almost 9 million.

In the overall urban population, gecekondu inhabitants increased from 4.7

percent to 33.9 percent, approximately seven fold. Eighty- nine percent is now

concentrated in the more urbanized and economically developed Marmara,

CentralAnatolia, Mediterranean, and Aegean regions. (Keles, 1990)

Table 3.4. Gecekondu by the Year of Construction (State planning organizationof
TurkishRepublic", sPa, 1991, p: 113)

1950- 1959

-1960- 1969

1970- 1979-.........--- --..- ----~--
1980.. 1987

Gecekondus are densely clustered in unplanned area usmg

substandard materials, with no consideration of their vulnerability to natural

and other disasters. They are often located on land that is already disaster

prone;subject to flash flooding, landslides, and erosion or otherwise unsuited

to development. Since they proceed without permits, the builders are not

forced to conform to basic engineering and architectural requirements or

safetycodes.

In 1968, the former Ministry of Reconstruction and Resettlement

sUIveyedthe informal neighborhoods to determine areas and structures to

improveor eliminate. Out of 337.777 Gecekondus , 34.092 were within the

223 areas slated for elimination, either because they were in seismological

high-risk zones or because of other geological/ structural conditions. The

remaining90 percent were marked for improvement. (Sevgi, 1988)
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3.2. Natural Hazards within the Frame of Turkey

Turkey has big natuml hazard problems like usually in other developing

countries.All over the world, development planners are confronted with rapidly

growing, politically powerful Gecekondu communities. Turkish urban areas

are vulnerable to a range of hazards, but disaster-related investments and

donor attention have largely been concentrated on technical measures aimed

at the study of earthquakes. Similarly, government policies have tended to be

limited to land use rules and construction regulations, which are often,

ignoredby those groups most at risk and who need to use them the most.
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Figure 3.1. Population Distribution in Turkey (Parker, Ronald, Kreimmer, A. and
Munasinghe,M. 2000, p.p.: 12)

The growth of urban Gecekondu areas mirrors the growth of cities.

The steady increase in Turkey's urban population has been balanced by a

similarreduction in the rural areas as people, attracted by the lure of higher

pay, better jobs and improved services. As a result of this demographic shift,

the cities are playing a more important role in the economic and social life of

furkey. (Parker, Kreimer 1995)

The pace of urban industrialization has not matched this rapid

growth in urban population. The speed of industrial development and the

failure of the government to anticipate demographic change have allowed

dangerous and polluting industrial complexes to appear in densely populated

areas.



Equally wonisome, the unceasing migration to the cities and the

limitedpurchasing power of newly urban residents has produced widespread

overcrowdingand illegal Gecekondu settlements that employ hazardous areas

subjectto a deadly combination of environmental corruption and both natural

andtechnological hazards.

3.2.1. Earthquake Risks in Turkey

Earthquakes strike Turkey with short inteIVals due to the combined

activitiesof the North Anatolian Fault, the East Anatolian Fault and the

WesternTurkey Graben complex. During this century, they have caused at

least 122 events that produced significant damage such as the loss of human

lifeand housing stock. Of these, only 26 have been without fatalities. Until

1999they are credited with 76.669 known deaths and destruction of a third of

a millionhouses, not including non-fatal injuries and reparable damage to

buildings.(Tab.3.5)

The damage recorded by these individual earthquakes ranges from

a fewhouses damaged to over 74.000 houses destroyed. Some 45 events have

eachdestroyed more than 1.000 house. In 1999, in Adapazan and Go1ciik,

approximately20.000 people died because of the earthquake and an economic

loss of $4 billion caused. Turkey is a country under a substantial risk of

earthquake.Statistical data regarding this fact indicate that;

• 98% of the population,

• 91% of the land,

• 98% of the industry, and
• 92% of the dams

are located in seismic regiOns. (General Directorate of Disaster Affairs

EarthquakeResearch Department)

The earthquakes, occurring between the years 1925 and 1998,

resultedin nearly death of 51,000 deaths and loss of 350,000 dwelling units

(collapsedor damaged beyond repair).

Since 1992, five major earthquakes stroke populated areas in

Turkey.These are 1992 Erzincan Earthquake, 1995 Dinar Earthquake and

mostrecently 1998 Ceyhan (Adana) Earthquake, 17th August 1999 Adapazan
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and 12th December 1999 Bolu- Diizce earthquakes. Erzincan is located in

easternTurkey and its population is around 75,000. Dinar is a small town,

locatedin the southwestern Anatolia and has a population of 35,000. Adana

and Ceyhan are located in the southern Turkey and both cities are densely

populated.

The population of Adana is about 1,200,000 and that of Ceyhan i~
above100,000, and the population of Adapazan is 750.000 people lived in

thereAll five earthquakes caused devastating damage on the structures and

gave rise to a considerable death toll. At least, on August 17, 1999 an

earthquakemeasuring 7.4 on the Richter scale devastated the Marmara region

ofTurkey.Over 15,000 lives have been lost and there is extensive damage to

Turkey'sindustrial heartland.

Reviewing the composite mapping of Turkey for potential

earthquake losses that has been carried out by several authors, Coburn

highlights that following estimates. In the city of Istanbul, within 30

kilometersof the city center, 1.1 million people are at risk of being made

homeless, and 40.000 people occupy buildings that could collapse in the

maximum expected earthquake. The city of Izmir has 90.000 potential

casualties, the highest of any city in Turkey, and more than half a million

potential homeless. Together with nearby smaller towns, the total urban

potentialhomeless is around 990.000 and urban potential casualties are
around80.000.

A fairly coarse analysis of the location of populations most at risk

can be used to defme priority areas that can be examined, in more detail.

Existinginformation can be used for composite mapping to compare the

relativepotential risk of different areas. Several authors have carried out

compositemapping of Turkey for potential earthquake losses. Composite

mappinginvolves locating areas of seismic hazard, together with population

distributionsand mapping of prevailing building types to identify areas of high

hazardrisk, large population and vulnerable building types. A less precise but

moreuseful hazard mapping is compilation of the maximum intensities ever

experiencedat sites across Turkey. These, together with seismic and tectonic

informationhave been used to compile the official earthquake-zoning map,

whichdivides the country into five zones, based on the maximum intensity

likelyto be experienced in each zone of Turkey.
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Table 3.5. Historical Background the Major earthquakes (+5.9 Mg) in Turkey (General
Directorate of Disaster Affairs Earthquake Research Department)



Although the earthquake-zoning map has deficiencies (currently

beingaddressed in a forthcoming revision) the board zoning criteria used in its

compilationare easily applied to composite risk mapping. The fact that this

mapuses intensity, as its measure of earthquake severity, is useful because

intensity is calibrated using very approximate measures of building

performanceand can therefore be used to estimate general levels of damage in

futureevents. The five zones of the earthquake-zoning map can therefore be

assumedto be related to building destruction as defmed in (see table 3.6)

There are significant differences in the earthquake numbers among

the major tectonic provinces that imply periodicity of seismic activity. As

comparedseismic activity with each region, it can be realized that the seismic

activitywithin the Aegean Graben system and on the Hellenic-Cyprus arc is

higherthan the other regions. Let us briefly explain what is the relationship

betweenthis seismic activity and plate tectonic of Turkey. The Arabian plate

collidedwith the Eurasian plate along the Bitlis-Zagros Belt during upper

Mioceneowingto opening of Red Sea at the south.

Figure 3.2. EarthquakePoints of Turkey (Mg. +5.0)(GeneralDirectorateof Disaster
AffairsEarthquakeResearchDepartment) (

Mter collision, NNE motion of the Arabian plate was slowed down

withrespect to Mrican plate. Due to continuing movement of the Arabian

plate,Anatolian Block began to escape westward along the North and East
Anatolianfault to the farther north of the collision front. As a result of this
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collisionthe Neotectonic period has been initiated .. On the other hand, Mrican

platehas sub ducted under the Eurasian plate along the Hellenic-Cyprus Arc.

SouthwestTurkey has been under interaction of this complex plate motion

that caused some E-W trending blocks bounded by oblique normal

faults.(www.deprem.gov.tr.)

Table:3.6. Population of Building damage for Building Type (Sezer, 1988)

% of Building damage for Building Type

Earthquake Zone 10 D3 (D5) D3 (D5) D3 (D5)

Type AType BType C

First Degree

>IX90%(50%)60%(5%)50%(1%)

Second Degree

VIII75%(5%50(1%)5%(-)

Third Degree

VII50%(1%)5%(-)1%

Fourth Degree

VI5% (-) 1%(-)(-)

Danger-free Zone <V

(-)(-) (-)

Definitions from MSKIntensity Scale:

D3: % of buildings with damage degree 3 and above, i.e., Heavily

Damaged

Uninhabitable, destroyed

D5: % of buildings with damage degree 5, i.e., total collapse.

Classification of Building Types:

Type A: Buildings made of broken stones, houses made of sun

dried,

Brick,adobe houses

Type B: Ordinary brick houses, buildings made of large blocks and

panels, frame structures, buildings made of natural cut stone.

Type C: Frame buildings with reinforced concrete, well-designed
wooden

Houses.

N.B. buildings erected without earthquake-proofing measures.
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Figure 3.3. Earthquake Zoning Map (General Directorate of Disaster Affairs
EarthquakeResearch Department)

3.2.2. Avalanche Risks in Turkey

Avalanche is defmed as the sudden release of the accumulated and

mostof the time layered snow mass located on the lee side of the wind swept

peaksand at barren and steep slopes of the valleys downward under the effect

of gravity and intemal forces. In mountainous regions this may happen

togetherwith a destructive wind having a velocity reaching 300 kIn/hr, which

is the speed of the wind caused by avalanche. Since the effects of intemal

triggeravalanche and extemal forces, its danger increases continuously with

the accumulation of snow and reaching its climax as the snow melt season

begins.

The heavy snowfall during winter poses the hazard of snow

avalanches,which may occur in the mountainous regions of Turkey, and most

ofthe time in eastem Anatolia. (Fig. 3.4) The present statistic's reveal that in

the mountainous parts of Anatolia, snow avalanches caused death of 805

peopleduring the period of 1960 to 1997 with an average of 21 people in a

yearand the property loss can hardly be estimated. But, during the winter of

1992 an extraordinary situation was observed, because 284 people died in

threeloose snow avalanches, which took place at the same region. Also in the

mountainous area of the westem part of the Black Sea Region of Turkey, in
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December 1992,a blizzard with heavy snowfall caused roof collapses and

majoravalanche events whereby 16 people were killed and 2 injured.

Table 3.7. Major avalanches in Turkey recent 50 years (General Directorate of
DisasterAffairs Earthquake Research Department)

The number of lives lost in avalanches during the period of 1950-91

is 415, in the winter of 1991-1992 it is 328, in the winter of 1992-1993 it is

135. In the winter of 1993-1994 it is 26, in the winter of 1994-1995 it is 7, in

thewinterof 1995-1996 it is 8, in the 1996-1997 it is 10, in the 1997-1998 it

is 12,in the 1998-1999 it is 10, and the 2000 winter it was 12. It means that,

avalanchesare important natural hazard types in Turkey (especially for e~st

AnatoliaTurkey) (Tab. 3.7)
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Figure 3.4. Avalanche Areas in Turkey (General Directorate of Disaster Affairs
AvalancheResearch Department)

3.2.3. Landslide and Rock Fall Risks in Turkey

Landslides and rock falls are the other important risks. Especially,

BlackSea region is very dangerous zone because of the slope, land structure

and geology. Lithology, soil and rock structure, geomorphologic, hydrologic

and climatologicfeatures are important factors that can affect slope stability.

Triggeringfactors include earthquake vibrations, removal of lateral support,

extemalloading, changes in water content and weathering.

Lots of landslide hazards are seen over the Anatolia, especially in

the Black Sea region and in the middle Anatolia region. Kars, Trabzon,

Bayburt,Rize,Sinop, Kastamonu, Zonguldak, BartIn, Karabiik (Yenice),Bursa

(inegol),Kiitahya (Emek), Bahkesir (Smdrrgl), Antalya (Ka~), Bingol, Mu~,

Malatya,Tunceli, Bitlis are very risky cities about landslide problems. (Fig.

3.5)
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Figure 3.5. Landslide Areas in Turkey (General Directorate of Disaster Affairs
Landslideareas Research Department)
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Figure 3.6. Rock fall areas in Turkey (General Directorate of Disaster Affairs
Landslideareas Research Department)
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Table 3.8. Major Landslide Occurrence, in Turkey (Ministry of Public Work and
Settlement, General Directorate of Disaster Affairs, Disaster Data Collection and
Assessment Group.)
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The rock fall hazards are seen in different city of Turkey such as; Manisa,

Isparta, Kiitahya, Karaman , Kapadokya Zones (Aksaray, Nev~ehir and

Kayseri),Tokat, Amasya, Erzincan, Giresun, Erzurum, Hatay and Kars. The

most strongly damage of rock fall in Turkey was seen on 23-24 June 1988 in

Van-Catak.Therefore 300 people died and 1200 people were injured. (Fig.3.6)

Table 3.9. Major rock fall in Turkey (Ministry of Public Work and Settlement General
Directorate of Disaster Affairs)

Akcukur

File

No

~gde Bor

AgJI

- Konya Pasabagi - --

Kayseri Dilciler a.dilcJ rockfaU

Biffis- Mutki - -Ucadim ------ - rOCkfall·'

Burdur--. - Bueak - -AVdanCii{ --- -- - rockfall

KOF)ya~

Kayseri

Nev~ehir Urgup Sahinefel1di

ArtVin EsenJ<aya

Van Ba§kale-- BOIe--k=-"l-:-j-

GOmO§han Kelklt

Malatya--:-r:5O§an~

Karaman MerKez
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3.2.4. Flood Risk. in Turkey

Turkey IS a country where there are considerable geographical,

hydrologicaland topographical variations among watersheds. Most of the

Turkish streams perlorm periodic characteristics. As a result of these

fluctuationsin flow regime, droughts and floods may occur randomly on and

arounda specified river. Increase in population in a geometric trend leads to

thepronounced impacts of either droughts or floods.

The inventory of floods, which occurred in Turkey between 1955

and1995, are given in table 3.8.

Precipitation regime of Turkey shows great variations with respect

to geographical regions. Based on the average of long-term records, the

minimumand maximum annual precipitations have been observed as 63.3

mmin Himetdede (a middle Anatolian town) in 1933 and 4043.3 mm in Rize,

whichis located on the Eastern Black Sea coast, in 1931, respectively.

The mean annual rainfall in Turkey is approximately 650 mm. And

theirdistributions according to the geographical districts are as follows: 750.7

mmin the Mediterranean region, 611.2 mm in eastern Anatolia. 388.8 mm in

CentralAnatolia, 816.5 mm in the Black sea region, 640.6 mm in the

Marmararegion, 672.2 mm in the Aegean region, and 609.8 mm in South

easternAnatolia. As can be seen from these values, the Black Sea region

receivesthe highest precipitation with considerably high rainfall intensity and

runoffcoefficients due to very steep hilly formations. That is why, the major

flashfloods are observed in the Black Sea region. Although forests densely

coverthis region, the basins have generally steep slopes, which increase the

traveltime of flood waves. Most of the settlements are located along the rivers

partlyon the floodplains, because of the lack of suitable construction sites at

thehillyformations. Another problem is the considerable landslides, especially

in the Eastern Black Sea region that creates serious foundation stability

problemsif buildings are constructed on hillsides and causes transportation of

considerableamount of coarse material. (Yanmaz, Usul, 1999)
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Table 3.10.Major floods in turkey between 1955 and 1990 (Bozlrurt and Kulga, 1993
pp.495-505

3.3. Natural Hazards within the Frame of Izmir Built Up Zone

Izmir survived as a big city throughout its history of 5000 years and

has been frequently renovated under geopolitical and geological influences.

Izmirhas been greatly affected by some disasters such as earthquakes, ftres,
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epidemics and etc. Thus many edifices that would reflect historical

background of the city did not survive until today and present remains are

generallyfew and known only by experts and the neighboring people. (Towards

Agenda21 in Izmir, 1998)

Izmir forms an interesting situation in terms of land-use and urban

physical structure. Most of the urban area is situated on the arable or

agriculturalland. Indeed the residential area is found on the southern edge of

the Menemen deltaic plain, the Bornova plain and on piedmont of Inciralti

Narlidere- Giizelbahc;e. The Gecekondu and public social housing

developmentsare built on the land composed of andesitic mass. (Towards

Agenda21 in Izmir, 1998)

Population increases and its development pressures on rural areas

are inevitable problems for Izmir. Urban housing supply could not meet the

demand,the housing policies could not be integrated with that of urban land

andthe housing subsidies could not help to serve low-income groups.
Natural environmental features of Izmir increase its natural hazard

risks. Izmir has sloppy topography that surrounds the city shape. Further)

more,soil geology is unsuitable for to settle down in built up area. On the

otherhand natural hazard risks increase because of the spread of the illegal

urbansettlements and because of the feeble building types.

3.3.1. Topographic and Geologic Coadition in Built up Zone

Urban land use pattern in and around Izmir is continuously

changingat the expense of agricultural land and natural environment. Fertile

irritableland is changing into settlement areas or express roads, factories;

storagehouses. Some very specific types of agricultural products such as;

artichokes,sultana grapes, olives and tangerines are now inhabited and lost

fromproduction point of view.

All these are the results of uncontrolled urbanization and planning

practicesundermining the ecological and agricultural objectives under the

pressureof uncontrollable growth of the city.

Because of this type of land use, concrete covered surfaces affect

theclimate, water and air pollutants degrade the soil properties and even
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sometimesthe soil it is used as a raw material in industrial production and
usedout.

Under all these pressures soil structures are affected badly, slope

stabilityand sliding properties are changing and resistance of the soil against

suchpressures are diminishing. This causes lowering of the soil classes and

takes away the withstanding capacity of the soil against environmental

pressures. Continuing deforestation and tree cutting left open the soils to
severeerosion. The severe flood that occurred on 4th Nov. 1995 at the

outskirtsof Yamanlar Mountain and the flow of soil material together with it,
isan indication of this.

3.3.2. Earthquake Risks in Izmu BuUt-up Zone

Izmir is one of the seismically active parts of the Aegean Plate. It

showsa very complex, active, movie and rapidly changing tectonic pattern due

tothe relative motions of surrounding tectonic plates. According to historical

records,earthquakes have been the most damaging natural disasters that

haveaffectedthe Izmir built up area.

There have been at least 20 disastrous earthquakes with

magnitudesgreater than six reported. For example, it is documented that

historicalcities in and around Izmir were destroyed in AD. 17, 47, 105 and

178. (Semiannual report of Radius Project August 1998)

In the last centwy three damaging earthquakes occurred in Izmir

andits surroundings: 1928 Torbali, 1949 Karaburun and 1992 Seferihisar

earthquakesmostly affected the southern part of Izmir. Izmir built up zone

belongsto the flIst-degree hazard zone in the official Earthquake Hazard

RationalizationMap of Turkey.

The Aegean Region is one of the rapidly moving and seismically

activeparts of the Alphine-Himalayan Mountain Belt. Several scientists have

investigatedthe complexity of the region since the beginning of this centwy

andstaged debates on various seismic-tectonic models. Even though one or

moreof these mechanisms may be active in the Aegean Region, it is still too

complexto identify the kinematics properties and dynamic characteristics of

thepresentdeformation. (Av~, 1997)
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The Izmir area takes place at the west part of the Gediz Graben

system and contains several morphologically prominent active normal faults

with approximately east-west strike. Moreover, the NE-SW and NW-SE

trending faults, whose kinematics characteristics differentiate form north to

south, take major roles on the tectonic regime of the region.

Even though there is no evidence on the active faults that could

create a high earthquake activity except Gediz Graben, both historical and

instrumental seismic activity is rather dense between Karaburun-Chios, Izmir

Bay-Lesbosand Doganbey-Samos axes. (Selvitopu, 1999)

Table 3.11. M~or earthquakes in Izmir (General Directorate of Disaster Affairs
EarthquakeResearch Department)

No

1

2

3 liffijr-

8

A very important project, which is named as RADIUS (Risk

AssessmentTools for Diagnosis of Urban Areas Against seismic Disasters), will

be explained shortly about earthquake risk of Izmir in this section. This

projectstudy was continued between 1998 and 2000, and the knowledge,

whichwas produced in RADIUS project, was used in this thesis, with

permissionof the project group.
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Figure 3.7. Major Fault Lines oflzmir (Radius Project Group 1999)

RADIUS Project

IDNDR(Ten Years of National Natural Hazard Decrease) Secretariat

aimsto promote worldwide activities for reduction of seismic disasters in

selected9 Metropolitan areas in developing countries. It would develop

commonmethodologies for seismic risk assessment of the urban areas in

orderto raise public awareness and provided directions for disaster mitigation.

On behalf of the Izmir Municipality, the studies performed by Bogazici

Universitywould be the database for the RADIUSproject. (http://www.lzmir

bld.gov.trjeski/Izmirdeprem)(Fig.3.8)
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Figure 3.8. Fault Lines of Izmir Metropolitan Area (Metropolitan Municipality)

In the context of the Radius project at the beginning, the detailed

studieswere performed for earthquake risk areas of all the built up areas in

Izmir.The building stIuctures were controlled as one by one and research

groupprepared a risk map of Izmir. The main aim was to form an earthquake

scenarioand would be searched what building features reacted.

Mter completion of the RADIUSProject, an "earthquake hazard and

damagescenario" has prepared by taking into consideration all the data,

whichwould be assessed by commissions. According to reports; the first

ingredientof such scenarios was the assessment of the hazards, usually

portrayed in terms of micro- zonation maps. The vulnerabilities and the

damage statistics of lives, stIuctures, systems and the socio- economic

structureconstitute the second ingredient.
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ipre 3.9. Prediction of economic damage in Izmir (http://www.Izmir
bId.gov. tr / eski/Izmirdeprem)

Figure 3.10. Prediction
bId.gov. tr/ eski/Izmirdeprem)

of death in Izmir (http://www.Izmir-

Two essential requirements for the mitigation of the earthquake

hazards in Izmir were as follows; taking precautions not to increase the

presentearthquake risk due to new constructions, and taking precautions in

orderto decrease the earthquake risk. (Selvitopu, 1999)

Izmir has proven to be the initiator of earthquake research as in

othersubjects in Turkey, by signing a study that will be an example for the

country.All the information and documentation dealing with the subject will
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have been obtained after the completion of the Earthquake Master plan and

scenario studies. Following this, coordination between institutions will be

providedin the implementation process, which is the most important phase of

the study; thus the continuity of the scenario will be realized.

3.3.3. Flood Risks in Izmir Built up Zone

Flash floods associated with intense rainstorm have occurred many

timesin the Aegean and Mediterranean coasts of Turkey in the past, and the

magnitudeof these types of intense storms has risen in recent years.

A group of rainstorms swept through the Aegean and Mediterranean

coast of Turkey during 3rd-5th November 1995 and led to devastating flash

floods.Settlements along the Aegean coast suffered the greatest damage from

the flood. The flood associated with the heavy rains claimed the lives of 67

peopleand caused more than 50 million dollars of residential and commercial

propertydamage in Izmir. Cars, bridges and buildings were swept away by the

ragingfloodwaters of creeks, which had burst their banks. In this disaster,

322buildings were destroyed completely, nearly 10.000 houses suffered major

damageas a result of the flooding in the city. Damage from the flood was

greatest in the Kar~lyaka district, which is the major commercial· and

residentialcenter of the city.

Topography, geomorphology, land-use and uncontrolled

urbanization are three main factors that has considerable impact on

downstreamextension of the flood and aggravated the consequences of the

floodto a great extent in area. The main topographic and geomorphic features

of the area are Yamanlar Mountain and Yamanlar expression, Upper

Kar~lyakaplain, and Lower Kar~lyaka plain. Fine-grained alluvial deposits

formthe Plain and the water table in the area is very high. The Kar~IYaka

district,which is the second commercial center of the city, is located in the

plainand it suffered the greatest damage from the flood. (Komii~c;i.i,1995) (Fig.

3.11)

The main issue of the flood in Izmir, however can be explained best

by the uncontrolled urbanization factors. The population of the city has been

risingsteadily and already exceeded 2 million people due to migration from

otherparts of the county. In order to absorb the increasing population new
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settlements were constructed in the Kar~lyaka and Yamanlar district. In

between 1987 and 1995, 50.000 new buildings were constructed in the

Kar~lyakadistrict. As a result of the increased construction activities in the

parts of the Yamanlar and Kar~lyaka district, more soil became vulnerable to
thestorm runoff due to the excavation.

Table 3.12. MajorFloods in Izmir (Ministryof PublicWorkand Settlement General
DirectorateofIzmir, 1998)

No City

.5

6

7

8

9

The other important problem about flood hazards was stream

positionfor Izmir built up zone. The poor quality of streams and bridges that

mostof all caused floods, seen in 1995's disaster. Especially, Biiyiik Cigli,

Bostanli,Yamanlar, A1iBey and Narhdere streams effected physical damage in

builtup zone.

Especially, filled areas in the bay are caused to overflowoccurrence

in metropolitan area of Izmir. Because, usually lands and areas of Izmir are

very lowaltitude (~ I-2m).
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FJgure3.11. Flood Areas in Izmir (Water Department of State, 1999)

3.3.4. LlUldslide aDd Rock Fall Hazards in Izmlr Built up Zone

In Izmir built up area, possible landslide areas are at two different

regions.The fIrst one is in the bed of Koca~ay stream, Karagol and Yamanlar

village and their surroundings in north of Izmir Gulf. The other is the

Cretaceous detritics in the South of Izmir. (Av~ar, 1997)

Similar to the landslide events, the rock fall events were evaluated

using the Disaster Working reports registration data. Preparation dates of

these reports are not known exactly. 14 rock fall and landslide events were

recordedin the Disaster Working Izmir City Head Office reports between 1950

and 1998. (Tab. 3.13)

Landslide and rock fall areas are in and around the metropolitan

city,especially, Gecekondu areas are at risky regions. In Izmir built up area,

thereare 15 different rock fall and landslide areas that are in and around the

city:(Fig. 3.12) Landslides that are in the Izmir built up zone are studied as

case study in this thesis. In the next chapter landslides will be explained in

detailed. Moreover, three landslide areas, which are in Altmdag landslide

areas,will be explained together with habitants that lived in there.
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Table 3.13. Major Landslide and Rock fall Areas of Izmir Built up Zone (Ministry of
Publicand Settlement)

No RegioaD•••• e .Jla~

r

Cigli-Guzeltepe - ~
----I 440

2

Cigli- Omekkoy 18

r

KarSlyaka- Omekkoy
-

3 50Roekfa.ll

4

Bayrakli- Clcekkoy 20Rockfall

f

5 Buca- Sakarya 44Rockfall

6

KonaK- Kocakapi 28Rocifatl

i
7 Konak- Gurcesme 10Landslide

8

Asansor 54Rockfall

r

9- Kadifekale 3162Landslide

10

Altmdag- Merkez Landslide

[11

Altmdag- Kuyu Landslide

12

Altmdag- Camdibi LandSlide- 13 Hakimiyeti Milliye Landslide/.14
Narlidere- Narkent LandSlide

LANDSLIDE AREAS OF
IZMIRBUILT UP ZONE

I''''''

.1".1

Figure 3.12 Landslide areas ofIzmir built up zone (MTA, 1999)
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All natural hazard risk maps and shows that, Izmir was settled over

thenatural hazard risky lands. Earthquake, landslide, rock fall and floods can

damage the city moreover; geology and topography are unsuitable for

settlement. Therefore Izmir has settlements under danger risk for example,

Karslyaka district, Alsancak district, Uckuyular region, Kadifekale and

Altmdagregions. Because of is result, taking senous measures are very

importantto decrease the risks. (Fig.3.13)

If the natural hazards risk map and izmir built up map will be

matched, the habitant numbers that live in risky areas will be seen and

natural hazards risk size will be understood. Kar~lyaka, Alsancak and

Giizelyallcoast regions are very risky areas because of the land/soil quality

IAlluvialsoil), height density of population and to fill up the coasts. Hatay,

Narhdere,Kadifekale, Altmdag, Yamanlar regions are very risky areas because

of the slopy and heavy rainfall.

So, choosing the new built up regions and putting in order the old

risky housing regions are very important problem and indispensability

situation. If these studies can be made, the risk maps should be researched

andconsidered certainly.

Figure 3.13. Potential Hazard Risky Region oflzmir (MTA, 1999)
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Chapter 4

CASE SUBJECT: LANDSLIDES

Figure 4.1 A landslide view in Sinkhole at Winter Park, Florida (www.usgs.com)l

The rapid downslide movement of surface materials under

gravitational influences represents an important group of environmental

hazards. Mass movement hazards are caused by large volumes of rock mixed

with earth,water snow or ice that can move at high velocity under the impetus

of gravity and water. (Frampton, Chaffey, Hardwick and McNaught, 1996)

Mass movement hazards can be classified depending on the dominant

material.The main types are rock fall, landslides and avalanches.

Landslides and other slope movements have attracted the attention

of man in the same way as other uncontrollable natural phenomena

(earthquakes,volcanism, and floods). Landslides are the most complex mass

1 Figure 4.1.: Sinkhole at Winter Park Florida-Sinkholes, although not classified

as landslides, are another form of ground subsidence that can happen catastrophically. This

sinkholeoccurred in 1981, in the time span of one day. The city of Winter Park stabilized and

sealedthe sinkhole, converting it into an urban lake. This form of subsidence occurs when

carbonatelayers that lie below the surface dissolve. When the weight of the overlying ground

becomestoo great, or the dissolved area too large, the surface collapses into the void. These

featuresoccur in what is known as karst topography which is common in Florida, Kentucky,

Missouri,Pennsylvania, and Tennessee and also occurs in many other places around the world.

Photographby A. S. Navoy.
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movements and can be caused the loss of money and life. Landslides are

defmed as downward and outward movement of slope- forming materials

composed of natural rocks, soils artificial fills or combination of these
materials.

4.1. Factors Affecting Landslides

Driving forces and resisting forces are involved in mass movements.

Landslideis more frequent on steeper slopes, indicating that gravity is a major

drivingforce. Although water is an agent that can cause mass movement

under most conditions, water also can resist movement under other

onditions. The great variety of slope movements reflects the diversity of

factors that may disturb slope stability. The most important of these are

Changesin the slope gradient, Changes in the slope height, overloading by

embankments, fills and spoil heaps, shocks and vibrations, changes in water

content,effects of ground water, frost effects and weathering. (Zaruba, 1982)

Figure 4.2. A landslide view about mass movement caused McClure Pass, south of
Aspen, Colorado, 1994 (www.usgs.com)2

2 Figure 4.2: A landslide near McClure Pass, Colorado, in 1994- The State has

found that the best solution in this case, is to repair the road as it becomes damaged. This car

plunged into the landslide in the middle of the night, after the landslide occurred. Fortunately,

no one was injured. Photograph by Terry Taylor, Colorado State Patrol.
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Changes in the slope gradient may be caused by natural or artificial

influences. The angle of the slope is steepened as a result of tectonic

processes, for example subsidence or uplift.

Changes in the slope height as a result of vertical erOSIOnor

excavationwork, the deepening of a valley relieves lateral stress and this in

turn leads to the loosening of rocks in the slope and the formation of fissures

parallelto the slope surface. The penetration of rainwater is thus facilitated.

Overloading by embankment fills and spoils heaps. This produces

an increase in shear stress and an increase in the pore- water pressure in

clayeysoils, which results in decreased shear strength. The more rapid the

loadingand the more dangerous it is.

The causes of landslide hazards are;

Shocks and vibrations; Tremors produced by earthquakes, large

scaleexplosions and machine vibrations affect the equilibrium of slopes on

accountof the temporary changes of stress that are caused by oscillations of

differentfrequencies. (Smith, 1992)

Changes in water content; Rain and melt water penetrate, joins and

producehydrostatic pressure. In soils the pore- water pressure increases and

consequentlythe shear resistance decreases. Measurements of rainfall have

confirmedthat recurrent slope movements occur in periods of exceptionally

highrainfall. It has been found that between two beds, which content along a

slidingplane there is a difference of electric potential. The increase in the

watercontent lading to sloppy movement is explained as an electro- osmotic

effect.In clayey rocks, the deleterious effect of atmospheric water is greater

whenthe rain comes after a long dry period: clayey soils are desiccated and

shrunkenso that water readily percolates deep into the fissures. (Smith, 1992)

Effects of ground- water can wash out soluble commenting

substances and thus weaken the intergranular bonds and reduce the

mechanicalstrength of the ground. Confmed ground- water exerts an upward

pressureon overlying beds. (Smith, 1992)

Frost effects; waters freezing in rock fissures increasing in volume

andthus tends to widen them; rock penetrated by fissures consequently

showsreduced cohesion. In clays and clayey-sandy soils ice laminas are

formed,which on melting enlarge the water content in the thawing surface

layer.Thefreezing of water on the surface impedes drainage from the slope, so
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that the ground- water table nses and equilibrium IS eventually disturbed.

(Smith,1992)

Figure 4.3. A landslide view about heavy rainfall and storms caused in the 1985
Mameyes, Puerto Rico, landslide (www.usgs.com)3

Weathering, both mechanical and chemical, gradually disturbs the

cohesionof rocks. In many landslide events, chemical alterations such as

hydrationand ion exchange in clays are through to have contributed to the

triggeringof landslides. (Smith, 1992)

Effects of vegetation; The roots of trees maintain the stability of

slopesby their mechanical effects and contribute to the drying of slopes by

absorbinga part of the ground water. Deforestation of slopes adversely affects

thewaterregime in the subsurface layers. (Smith, 1992)

3 ll'igure 4.3: The Mamayes, Puerto Rico, landslide, 1985. This landslide destroyed

120 houses and killed at least 129 people, the greatest number of casualties from any single

landslidein North America. The catastrophic block slide was triggered by a tropical storm that

producedextremely heavy rainfall. Contributing factors could also have included sewage directly

dischargedinto the ground in the densely populated area, and a leaking water pipe at the top of

the landslide. Photograph by R.W. Jibson, U.S. Geological Survey.
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4.2. The Classification of Landslides

Most downslide movements of rock and soil debris are caused by

material. The material has become separated from the underlying, stable part

ofthe slope by a shear zone or slip surface. The type of slope failure depends

onthe nature of the geologic environment, including material strength, slope

configuration and pore water pressure. Three landslide types are commonly

recognizedbased on increasing water content: Rock falls, Landslides, Land

flows.(Smith, 1992)

Earthquakes induce many hazardous rock falls but more instinctive

slopefailure also occurs. Himalayas, Andes and Rockies are very important

experienceareas about rock fall areas.

Landslides include both bedrock and the overlying soil. They are

alwaysassociated with disturbance of the equilibrium relationship, which

normally exist between stress and strength in material on slopes. The

relationshipbetween stress and strength is determined by factors such as the

heightand steepness of the slope and the density and cohesion of the

materialson the slope. In tum, these factors will depend on the weight, or

loading,and the moisture conditions on the slope.

Debris flows tend to be less deep- seated, and rather rarer, slope

failuresthan landslides. The high water contents mean that the materials

movefaster and further from the original source. Although the course of

debrisflows is guided by stream channels, and to that extent is predictable,

thespeed and range of movement of these events mean that they to claim
morelivesthan landslides.

4.3. Relationship between Landslides and Effective Factors

Geology, slope, rainfall and earthquake are reasons of landslides.

All ofthem are different importance for landslide risks in built up areas.
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4.3.1. Landslide aDd Geology, Slope

The relationship between landslides and soil; the most important

factorsrelated to the landslides are material properties, for example litology of

soil,porosity, permeability, carbonate cement and soil mass properties such

as stratified or massive character, fill material type, weathering grade,

aperture, discontinuities and the length of the apertures. Additionally, types of

soiland evaluation of the field obseIVations are important elements.

Figure 4.4 A landslide view about geology caused in La Conchita, California
(www.usgs.com)4

The formations composed by such soils are effected by such

properties and different landslides may occur. The change of seasons,

climates,temperature, groundwater, erosion, heavy loading also help mass

4 Figure 4.4: La Conchita, California-a small seaside community along Highway

101north of Santa Barbara. This landslide and debris flow occurred in the spring of 1995.

Manypeople were evacuated because of the slide and the houses nearest the slide were

completelydestroyed. Fortunately, no one was killed or injured. Photograph by R.L. Schuster,

u.s. GeologicalSurvey
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movements. Discontinuities of soil are one of the most important factors

initiating landslides. Discontinuities of structure are second important factor
forlandslides.

4.3.2. Landslides and Precipitation

Rainfall is generally accepted as one of the chief factors controlling

the frequency of landslides. The magnitude of its influence depends on

climaticconditions, on the topography of the area, the geological structure of

slopes,and the permeability and other properties of rocks and soils.

Figure 4.5. A landslide about debris flow on the North Fork Toutle River, Washington.
(www.usgs.com)5

Slope movements generally occur in two periods of the year: in

springafter thawing and in summer after heavy rains. A detailed analysis of

slidingevents reveals differences in the sensitivity of slopes to the effect of
rainfall.The interval between the commencement of above-normal rainfall and

thestart of slope movement varies according to the permeability of the surface

rocksand the type and form of the landslide induced. (Av~ar,1997)

5 Figure 4.5.: A house damaged by a mudflow (lahar) along the Toutle River about

25 miles west-northwest of Mount St. Helens. This lahar resulted from the May 18, 1980

eruption of Mount St. Helens. Mud coatings on tree trunks record mudflow height. Photograph

by D.R. Crandell, U.S. Geological Survey
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4.3.3. Landslides and Earthquake

Especially, central European geologists have somewhat underrated

the role of earthquakes in landslide phenomena, probably because there are

practically no major earthquakes in these countries. During earthquakes with

intensities higher than VIII This can be intensity according to the intemational

MSC (magnitude scale), particularly that occurring in mountain regions,

landslides and rock falls cause the largest damage to property and the greatest

loss of life. (Zaruba. 1982)

The controlling factors of the rockslide were the local geological and

morphological conditions and the large input of kinetic energy from the

earthquake. In seismically active regions earthquakes are the predominant

cause of slope failures. Seismically induced landslides occur in young tectonic

mountain ranges and along active faults, particularly along the mobile

marginal zones of continental blocks.

The main factor in provoking slope movements is the intensity of

the shocks; it has been established that earthquakes of magnitude 6.5 cause

largeslope failures in all landslide- prone areas. Many fossil rockslides and

rock falls in areas, which are now seismically quiescent, show the

characteristics of earthquake- triggered slope movements. Ancient

earthquakes are very important problem for them.

4.4. Landslide Areas in Izmir Built up Zone

Landslides are the most important mass movements over a

widespread area ill the Izmir built up area. This natural hazard may be

extremely costly ill destroyed regions even, they may cause lost of life.

Especially,after the major earthquake, a lot of landslide occurred in Izmir

built up areas and caused big damage. So geological and topographical

structure of Izmir are very risky for mass movement.

Landslide areas are classified into two parts in Izmir built up zone.

Firstpart is the north of the Izmir Gulf, and the second part is the south of the

IzmirGulf.
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4.4.1. Types of Landslides in Izmir Built up Zone

Landslides encountered in the built up area are separated into three

groups, Fossil landslides, Active landslides and Semi active landslides. (Av~ar,

1997)

4.4.1.1. Fossil Landslides

Specially, fossil landslides engage in the north of the Izmir Gulf.

YaranHill and eam Hill. This situation shows undulation with steep, wavy

characteristics with no pointed lunation. In spite of the intensive erosion in

thearea the rupture surface of the landslides could be differentiated. There is

acharacteristic noticed feature of field that the folded trees point out the fossil

landslides.(Av~ar,1997)

4.4.1.2. Active Landslides

Active landslides are detected on tectonic faults neighboring to

alluviumand in fossil landslide areas. They are not balanced. In the same

time,the rupture surfaces are occurred some of the sliding surfaces, flanks or

scarpsof active landslides are fresh. Silt, sand and clay or the mixture of them

likein Uzundere district produces fresh surfaces of flow. There are some active

landslidesin neogene's units like in Giiltepe and Zafertepe district.

Some of the sliding surfaces of landslides are fresh when the
circularfailures occurred. There are a lot of active landslides in small sizes

occurredby man made constructions and natural causes in the Izmir built up

wne. (Av~ar,1997)

4.4.1.3. Semi- Active Landslides

Semi- active landslides have been differentiated as third types

relatedto their stability. There is no remarkable sliding sign in this type of

landslides.They are not as stable as fossil landslides. Semi- active landslides
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are changeable and do not have fresh surfaces. Specially, in Gilltepe district,

where the football pitch is placed, can be dermed as semi- active landslide
district.

4.4.2. Relationship Between Landslides and Effective Factors in Izmir

BuUt up Zone

4.4.2.1. Landslides and Geology, Slope

Occurrence of landslides in 17 locations and rock falls in 15

locations reported by the Ministry of Public Work and Settlement (Izmir)

between 1959 to 1995. In Izmir landslides, mass movement is the

discontinuities. The dips of the layers coincide with topographic slopes as in

theeast of Be~yoldistrict, in the South slopes of Sogukpmar Hill (600m.) some

planningfailures were observed. Flow band of volcanic in ikizgoller district in

theNorth of the Gulf run parallel to the slope of topography. The middle part

ofikizgollerdistrict and the approximate circular failure on Bornova flysch are

levelsin whitish gray colored. (Av~ar,1997).

Flysch formation in the South of the Gulf on the North of the

Teleferikinitiated possible planning failure within Bornova flysch.

The other important problems are fault systems. Asymmetric faults

weredeveloped under the effect of regional tectonics as a part of the Aegean

grabensystems. Kadifekale- Altmdag- I~1k1arfault system is important. The

southern line of Bornova plain is active path. Yamanlar uplift may be a

possibleactive fault; the new and old fault systems intersect in this region.

IlMIR YUKSfK TE.~NOl~Jlw E~STITUSUJ

REKTORlUGU

Kiitliphone ve Dokiimantosyon Oaire B~.
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Table 4.1 The rock fall phenomena's and other important information are known date

record between 16.05.1950 and 15.03.1995 in Izmir. (Av~, 1997 p: 55)

Rock

Fall

Date SoU Cause Poa.Ofthe
Area

okrQuarry

Old Quany

OltfQU8ny -

Heavy rainfall

~ '.' '.~" ,,<~!ii;" Of; .}".

Heavy rainfall Natural area

Andesite

Andesite

t . ~

Anpesite

Ka~lyaka·
Turanlar

"B.Cigli': ,.

GGzeltepe

Ka~lyaka

Turan/sr
, .p. ",:"'t'

Kema/pa~

29.01.1993

- Asansar
--

OldQuarry1 Andesite

Asansor

Andesite Old QuarrY
~

...•..

Old QuarryAsansar Andesite

Asansor

17 29.'03.1993

15 10.12.1992

12

13

14 03.01.1990

9 0"1:""09."1981 - ASansar - Andesite

10 23,10.1961

11 21.12.1981--

8

4.4.2.2.Landslide and Rainfall

Rainfalls are also causes of landslide and rock falls in Izmir. Izmir

Head Officeof Disaster Affairs reports between 1950- 1995 recorded 17 rock

falls (Tab.4.1). Especially, rock fall hazards were in October, December and

January. Nearly 60% of the rock falls occurred in Asansor District. The
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springs in Yamanlar, Cami~i, ikizgoller, KaragOland Tekke fountains flow on

fossil landslide areas. The occurrence of landslide/rock fall events is parallel

togetherwith the heavy rainfall and winter months of the year. Heavy rainfalls

are the main causes of most of landslide and rock fall events (Tab. 4.2).

Table 4.2 Month- frequency relations in rock fall hazards from 1959 to 1995. (Av~,
1997 p: 60)

3

o

o

1
3

November

Months requencyof Roc

rJanuarY-~ "6"
Febnl8ry 1

[Mareh 1=:;;;;;=;;;:::-
April 0

rMay- 0
June 2

4.4.2.3. Landslides and Earthquakes

The lots of earthquakes, which are +7 magnitudes, are seen in

Aegeanregion of Turkey because of the grade seismic zone movies.. Together

withthe occurrence of Yamanlar Uplift, Izmir-Seferihis¥ and Giizelbah~e

Menemenfault zones have been developed in NE- SW directions on Izmir

Ankarazone. And the occurrence of current grabens in Aegean region in E- W

directionshas continued up to now. There are a lot of blocks, whose borders

areseenas faults on the surface, in the Aegean region. (Tab. 4.3)

Approximately, 100 strong earthquakes occurred, in the historical

periodofearthquakes of Izmir between 1700 and 2000. (Semi annual report of

RadiusProject August 1998)
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Table 4.3. The landslide and rock fall occurred in earthquakes during 1900 (Av~,
1997 p: 60)

Place. Laniislide Rock Archive

fall

Yeniaslr
.--- --
Hurriyet

Hurriyet

J:furriyet

Magazine
....•....• .....-....- --------.....-.....-~-

Hurrjy,t

Geof. 'Report

4.4.3. Classification of the Landslides in Izmir Metropolitan Area

Landslides are the most complex mass movements over a

widespreadarea in Izmir Built up Zone.
The fIrst known landslides occurred around Surmene- of Arc

(Mohanosvalley) in the east Black Sea region in Turkey. In this district there

arelots of fossil landslides were. Izmir- Kadifekale is also very famous known

landslidearea in Turkey.

Landslide areas could be separated into two different zones; fIrst
oneis in the north of Izmir Gulf and the second is in the south of Izmir Gulf.

Andthe other separation types are made depending on geologic specialty.

Thereare three forms in Izmir built up zone; Cretaceous Detritic, Neogene's

Detritic,Neogene'sVolcanic. (Av~ar,1997).
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4.4.3.1. North of the Izmir Gulf

Especially, the landslide areas are respected two different regions;

Yamanlar and <;;iglihills the other one north of the Manisa- Izmir asphalts

(M.T.A.). Karagol and ikizgoller regions are very known areas too.

Figure 4.6. Karagol region- North of the Izmir Gulf(Av~, 1997 p.p.; 134)

The large fossil landslides have taken place in the Cretaceous

detritics having shales, sandstones and olistolist underlying the Neogene

volcanicin North of Izmir Gulf. Complex landslides especially in Karagol and

ikizgollerdistrict have rotational movements. Another complex landslide has

beenobserved in ikizgoller district dipping over the Karagol district.
Meanwhile active landslide as soil flows and debris flows has been

obsexvedin ikizgoller district. In <;;amic;i,Doganc;ay and Yamanlar district,

circularfailure type sliding movements can be seen. The debris flows on the

fossillandslide topography are very extensive. The Yamanlar and Doganc;ay

districthave the same properties in the North of Izmir Gulf. An observed soil

flowas in combination of silt and mudflows are characterisric in South slope

ofSarrnc;village in the North of Izmir Gulf. Characteristic silty and muddy

debrisflows Were more common in Altmdag- Central district. An active silt

mudflowin Central district of Altmdag having approximately circular shape at

depthof 1- 2 m. and slope angles of 10 noted. (Working Group of Landslides,

MTA IzmirDirectorate)
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Landslides are rather than extensive in the Neogene detritics.

Generally, they have circular shapes due to the their physical properties.

Circular type failures are found in Neogene units in Sarm~ village, MTAand

Koca~aydistricts, Altmdag. There are a lot of circular failures in Sarm~ district

but the new one of them has taken place in just North of the junktion between

Izmir-Manisa asphalt ans Sarm~ village roads. (WorkingGroup of Landslides,

MTA Izmir Directorate)

4.4.3.2. South of the Izmir Gulf

Bal~ova hills, Kadifekale backs and Altmdag regions are dangerous

areas in South of the Izmir Gulf. Uzundere -Kadifekale regions are known

moredangerous than the others.

Figure 4.7. Kadifekale region- south of the Izmir Gulf{Av~, 1997 p.p.; 136)

The cretaceous detritics in the South of Izmir Gulf outcrop in the

Southline of Bal~ova- Giizelbah~e. The types and extent of landslides are

quitedifferent from the North of Gulf. The landslides in this district have

takenplace as circular, plain or wedge failures, which are observed as soil

creeps,debris creeps and lateral in the South of Izmir Gulf outcrop in the

easternslope of Bal~ova. There are a lot of soils and debris flows developed

andcut each other on the fossil landslide between Uzundere and Emre~ hill.

Thelandslides having plane and circular failures in Cretaceous detritics are

notedin the northern slope of Teleferik. Narhdere- Ozmavikent site and
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Narkent site regions are active areas too. (Working Group of Landslides, MTA

IzmirDirectorate)

Neogene volcanics are seen over the oldest units in Kadifekale and

its surroundings in these units. The circular types sliding have occurred in

Kadifekaleand its surroundings as lahars, debris flows and creeps.

Fossil, active and semi active landslides are taking place either

circularor planer failures in the metropolitan area. Mass movements are more

commonin Neogene and Cretaceous detritics than volcanos. The lithological

and structural properties effect the forming of the sliding surface in soil.

Landslideoccurred in the metropolitan area are generally complex structures.

Flowsand sliding are cut off each other in the slide topography. They generally

are observed on the fault zones and they're near surroundings or along the

sharpand long valleys.

4.4.4. Landslide Areas Legitimacy in I~mir Built up Zone

In Izmir built up zone, there are 14 different rock fall and landslide

areas.These areas are spread out of the Izmir Gulf. Cigli- Giizeltepe, Cigli

Ornekkoy, Kar~lyaka- Cumhuriyet, Bayrakh- Ci~ekkoy, Buca- Sakarya,

Konak-Kocakapl, Konak- Giir~e~me, Asansor, Kadifekale,Altmdag- Merkez,

Altlndag-Sudeposu, Altmdag- Camdibi, Hakimiyeti Milliye Scholl regions,

Narhdere-Narkent regions are problem areas in Izmir built up zone because of
thelandslide.

These areas are observed/registered as risky areas, whereas a lot of

other,risky areas exist in Izmir built up zone.

The other important subject is legitimacy of landslide areas.

Especially,landslide areas are illegal housing region and Gecekondu areas in

Izmir.Apart from this, the different common peculiarity of these regions is

theirsloppytopography.

4.4.4.1. ~igJ.i- Ornekkoy Areas

Cigli- Omekkoy rock fall area is between Cigli- Evka Mass Housing

regionsand Kar~lyaka- Yamanlar Hill, and in the North of the Izmir Gulf.
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MetropolitanMunicipality of Izmir plans this area for the new mass-housing

regionfor victim of flood disaster (November 1995) (Fig. 4.8- 9). Slope of this

area is very much just like the other landslide and rock fall areas and soil

structures have different problems in <;igli-Ornekkoy areas too. There is so

many rocky areas in this region. In this area, a lot of mass housing

constructions was started and approximately 350 people live in this area

today.
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Figure 4.8. <;igli- Omekkoy landslide area existing implementation plan and existing
land use plan

In 1996, rock fall occurred in this area, and 270 habitants were

affected.On 17.01.1996, Research Group of General Directorate of Disaster

Affairsexamined this rock fall case, and the research report was prepared.

Accordingto this report, the dimension of areas is approximately 72.000 m2

(1000* 50-1000 m.) and 1500m3 rocks are cleaned up in this region.

Figure 4.9. The view of <;igli- Omekkoy landslide area
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4.4.4.2. f;igli- Gtizeltepe Areas

This area which had been used as stone quarry around 1978, is on

Cigli-Giizeltepe hill ridges, in the North of the Izmir Gulf. Mter the stone

quarrywas stopped up, illegal housings had been took place in this area. Any

measures were not taken during this process. In spite of these negative

situations, CigJi- Giizeltepe rock fall areas were planned as a new built up

areas. (Fig.4.10- 11)

Figure 4.10. <;igli-Guzeltepe landslide area existing implementation plan and existing
land use plan

In 1992, after heavy raining, rock falls occurred and 6 house were

effectedby this hazard. According to the group of Ministry Public Work and

Settlement,retaining walls should be built and building structures improved
shouldbe in these rock fall areas.

Figure4.11. The view of <;igli- Omekkoy rock fall area
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Now, there is a lot of illegal housing ill <;igli- Guzeltepe regIon.

Building quality and road and infrastructure systems are in very bad
condition.

4.4.4.3. Bayrakh- <;i~ekkoy Areas

Bayrakll- (;ic;ekkoy area that is very rocky regIon, IS between

Kar~lyaka and Bomova settlements (Fig. 4.12- 13). There are numerous

squatters in this area where technical and social infrastructures lack. When

the squatters were building on the rocks, they were exploded; so bearing

capacityof soil is not strong.

Figure:4.12. Bayrakh- <;i~ekkoylandslide area existing implementationplan and
existingland use plan

In this area, in 1981, rock falls occurred, and twenty houses were

damagedon the 1637 street. The Ministry of Public Work and Settlement

prepareda report. According to this report; "The habitants who live in this area

arein very dangerous position because of the rocky areas. The habitant's clean

small parts of rocks but the big parts can be broken and damaged to living

habitants.Although, this situation, any necessary measures were not taken. So

this dangerous rocks should be cleaned and transported by the responsible

municipality."
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Figure4.13. The view of Bayrakh- 9i~ekkoy rock fall area

However the report, which was written in 1981, there are a lot of

illegalhousing in Bayrakh- Cic;eklinow and measures, are not sufficient.

4.4.4.4. Buca- Sakarya Area

Especially, Buca district is more available for settlement than the

otherdistricts but there are many stone quarries, which were opened in old

timesand caused empty space under the Buca- Sakarya region. There are 44

housesin this dangerous area where landslide and a few rock fall occur in.

(Fig.4.14- 15)

Researches and reports of Ministry of Public Work and Settlement

showthat; if slope and geological features can be considered seriously and if

buildingqualities can be improved, Municipality can givehabitants permission
tobuildhouses.



Figure4.14.- 15. The existing implementation plan and existing land use plan of
Buca-Sakatya rock fall areas and the views of Sakatya- Buca landslide areas. Buca
Sakaryalandslide areas.

4.4.4.5. Konak- Kocakapi Area

There are 280 houses and 1750 people in Kocakapl settlement,

whichis on the ridge of Kadifekale hill (Fig. 4.17- 18). Although this region is

an older settlement than the other districts, a lot of squatters have been built
until now.

Landslide occurrence was seen on 20.08.1982 in Kocakapl district

and 21 houses were affected. Geologist Zeynep Ur in 1980, explains that; "this

areais a hazard zone and consequently these building must be transported

urgently.And Konak- Kocakapt region should be declared that the Kocakapt is a
naturalhazard area",
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Figure 4. 17. The existing implementation plan and existing land use plan of Konak
Kocakapllandslide area

Figure 4.18. The views of Konak- Kocakapllandslide area

Although mentioned report was prepared in 1980, Research Group

of General Directorate of Disaster Affairs prepared other different report.

Accordingto the authority; the habitants of this district had cleaned Rocky

areas and retaining wall had been built between houses. Unfortunately

nowadays, Kocakapl district is another potential rock fall area in Izmir.
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4.4.4.6. KODak· Giir~e,me Area

There are 30000 populations of people who live in Giir~e~me,which

is a settlement of Konak district in the central part of Izmir.

Dr. Erwin Lahn wrote the fIrst geologic report for Giir~e~mearea on

8.12.1950 and the second report were written on 21.12.1959. On 17

22.9.1962, the general report which had been confIrmed the old resources,

was written. These documents showed that; this region was not suitable for

buildingup area. But other reports were prepared in 1967, 1973 and in 1982,

and according to these new reports Giir~e~me region was not risky for

landslide hazard .. Therefore on 2.8.1983, comprehensive report of Giir~e~me

was prepared by the General Directorate of Disaster Affairs of Ministry of

Public Work and Settlement. This report and prepared land use plan

separated this region into six different zones and three of them were

determinedas available development areas. Two parts of them were attended

as prohibited for building. But in this zone there are existing illegal buildings.
Andthe last one was determined as a new unavailable land.

- T

Figure 4.19. The existing implementation plan and existing land use plan of Konak
Gurcesmelandslide area

After a bit period, landslide hazard occurred in this area on
30.12.1983and 10 houses were affected. In 1995 other new landslide hazard

wasseen in Giir~e~me because of the heavy rain. This hazard damaged the
samearea and affected 8 houses. In addition, interested associations said,
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"until retaining walls will be built and heavy rocks will be transported,

habitants should be transported different regions of Izmir."

Figure 4.20. The views of Konak- Gurcesme landslide area

4.4.4.7. KODak- Kadirekale Area

Landslides and rock falls often occurred in Kadifekale and its

surrounding area since 1960. In spite of the facts that, landslide areas were

seen and were proposed as green areas in 1923 plans, these areas were

determinedas the development area in 1965 by the Town Council of Izmir. Mr.

ErwinLahan, who was a famous geologist, said the same problem for these

parcels on 16.5.1950.

Figure 4.21. The view of Kadifekale landslide area
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Figure 4.22. The existing implementation plan and existing land use plan of
Kadifekalelandslide area

Then the all hazard, reports (1959, 1962, 1977, 1980, 1981, 1990,

1992, 1996, and 1997) were prepared by the Ministry of Public Work and

Settlementand new proposals were developed. But always-political aspect of

the problem has been important for local politicians. According to 1996

researches the population of this region was 32.000 and politically this

populationlevel and vote of the residents were very important.. (Fig. 4.21- 22)

Major points of these mentioned reports are summarized below;

26.10.1959Dated Report

Detailed researches and analysis were realized in Kadifekale and

thenMr.Mehmet Ta~demirog1uwho was a geologist of Ministry of Public Work

andSettlement saw landslide areas. He reported that, It landslide hazard can
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be occurred in Kadifekale, for this reason, the problem areas which are the

south, north and east ridges of the Kadifekale, should be planned as a green

areas." In spite of is serious wanring; this region was not determined as a

natural hazard zone and as a green area.

5.11.1962 Dated Report

In Kadifekale and Giir~e~me regions, landslides were watched over

and the announcement of unsuitability of region for building purposes were

suggestedby Mr. Mehmet Ta~demirog1uagain, but competent authorities had

nottaken any measures. For this reason, constructions of squatters continued
aroundthe Kadifekale.

29.1.1977Dated Report

In 1977, landslide occurred more seriously than the formers and a

newreport was prepared. This report suggested that, 174 houses should be
relocatedto the different districts and also this area should be decided as a

naturalhazard area. Moreover, 998, 1016, 989 and Rak1m El Kutlu streets of

northof the Altay district should be controlled. In addition, the border of

landslidearea of Kadifekale was determined in this report.

In that time, the Chamber of Civil Engineers office of Izmir

publishedthe proclamation on 21.3.1977. According to that report, "As now

as, technical data related to landslides area have not been considered and build

up areas of squatters have not been prevented by Ministry of Public Work and

Settlementand Metropolitan Municipality. There are 1500 houses in Kadifekale

and500 of them are heavy damaged nowadays. The inhabitants are left living

fOT their own fate, therefore, it seems that only the die off will stimulate the

Ministriesto take precaution. In our opinion, immediately, these areas should be

decidedas natural hnzard areas, the habitants should be relocated to different

regions,and the new measures of build up area should be explained to

habitants.

Because of this suggestions and reports, Kadifekale was decided a

naturalhazard region in the law, which is a number of 15319, on 23.2.1977
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and Buca- Prevention Area, was separated as a new build up area for
habitants.

26.5.1981 Dated Report

The damage effects of landslide in Kadifekale were researched and

reported on between 8 and 25 April 1981. The report said that, there were

1116 heavily damaged houses, 134 moderately damaged houses, and 313

slightly damaged houses and 1959 sound structures in this region. 728

familieswere determined to have right to get houses, and 382 families took

newhouses. 346 families were examined once as much, so 197 of them got

newbuildings.

Although, the people got a new building, the authorities of

municipality did not take a licenses title- deed of habitants who lived m

Kadifekale(Politic worries caused this implementation). Therefore those plot

ownersdid not stop to build new houses.

In 1992, DEU made a research in Kadifekale, they suggested that,

"Theseareas should be natural hazard risky areas, subterranean waters cause

thelandslides. The people could not take permission for the build-up areas in

activeregions. According to that research, Topaltl area, HacIAli Efendi area,

Akarcah district, Ye~iltepe area, Ye~ildere area were landslide areas in
Kadifekale.

,27.6.1997Dated Report

tT.D. Facility of ~eral Engineering and Ministry of Public Work

andSettlement were researched together in Kadifekale district in 1997. These

workinggroups prepared a report about 1000- 1014 streets and drawled

unavailablebuilt up area on the plans of Kadifekale like the former reports.

In conclusion, all of the reports stated that, "some special areas of

Kadifekaledistrict are more landslide risky areas than the other regions in

Izmirand the risky areas should be controlled in detail. Squatters should be

cleanedand these areas should be afforested." But, still there are a lot of

squattersin Kadifekale and all of them are on the risky areas.
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4.4.4.8. Hatay- Asassar Area

Historical Asansor area is in the Karata~ district, between Halil R1fat

Street and Nihat Bey Street. Asansor area is a potential rock fall area. There

was a rock quarry in XIX. Century in this area and this rock quarry affects

negatively this area nowadays. If the enough measures cannot be taken,

natural hazard (rock fall) can occur in Asansor. (Fig. 4.23- 24)

Figure 4.23. The existing implementation plan and existing land use plan of Asansor
rock fall area

Figure 4.24. The view of Asansor rock fall area

First report was prepared on 16.5.1950 for Asansor and this area

was found as rock fall risky area, therefore Asansor should be controlled

detailedbecause of to prevent to occur rock fall hazards.

On 8.1.1958 and 24.10.1960, two reports were prepared. In these

reports, In contrast, retaining walls were wanted to be build, the wall, which
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was not enough and very small, was constructed by the Municipality.

According to the report prepared by the geologist Oktay Ergiinay rocks ruined

two houses for this reason and, all of the houses should be transported to

different region.

4.4.4.9. Hatay- Hakimiyeti Mllliye Area

This area is behind the Scholl of Hakimiyeti Milliye, and near the

Mithatpa~a Street. High-income groups live in there and land is very central

position in Izmir. There are 64 houses, which have been effected by landslide.

Figure 4.25. The existing implementation plan and existing land use plan of
HakimiyetiMilliyelandslide area

By R. Ertugrul, fIrst report was written on 16.5.1961, in this report

somemeasures about the landslide problems were written but it was not used

during the process of planning. Ministry of Public Work and Settlement made

the second research in Hakimiyeti Milliye region in 1963. (4.12.1963)
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Figure 4.26. The view of Hakimiyeti Milliye landslide area

There are two contiguous buildings/apartments and Hakimiyeti

MilliyeSchool in hazard area. According to the reports; new one of them

shouldbe demolished and School should be transported near the Mithatpa~a

Streetbecause of the qualities of soil and slopes.

Four buildings and old school are exist in this region today's.

4.4.4.10. Narbdere- Narkent Area

Figure 4.27. The view of Narkent landslide area
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Narkent area, which is next to the inonii settlement, was built on

the ridge of south hills of Izmir. There are approximate 30 high-rise

condominium buildings in this area, which are newly constructed. (Fig. 4.27)

On 23.11.1995 and 20.12.1996, MinistIy of Public Work and

Settlement prepared two-detailed reports for landslide problems of Narhdere.

Thesereports explain that; any landslide risks in Narkent. But especially in

winter season, landslides are seen with the naked eye in Narhdere- Narkent
area.

4.4.4.11. Alt1ndag- Merkez, Sudeposu, <;amdibi Areas

Active landslide areas of Altmdag district will be explained in the

nextchapter. These three areas will be analyzed in detail in this research in

terms of both physical features of existing buildings and social features of
residentsof this district.
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Table 4..4. Landslide and Rock fall Areas Legitimacy in izmir Built up Zone (G.D.D.A: General Directorate of Disaster Affairs, DEU: Dokuz
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I- --
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iter Affairs, DEU: Dokuz Eyliil University Faculty of Mineral Engineering, B.P.: Bank of Province)

1-- -i----I
5 B.P.
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Table 4.5. Landslide and Rock fall Areas Legitimacy in izmir Built up Zone (G.D.D.A: General Directorate of Disaster Affairs, DEO: Oak!

rrjDistri-Cfr-settlementrSireetl b~~::Sll-~:;:~r~::ll-Causesof HUards·~::~e~::~u:unfl, I Damage I Damage [
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lffairs, DEO: Dokuz Eyliil University Faculty of Mineral Engineering, B.P.: Bank of Province)
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Table 4.6 .. Landslide and Rock fall Areas Legitimacy in izmir Built up Zone (G.D.D.A: General Directorate of Disaster Affairs, DEO: Dokuz E;
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airs, DEO: Dokuz EylUl University Faculty of Mineral Engineering, B.P.: Bank of Province)
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Chapter 5

CASE STUDY AREA; ALTINDAG DISTRICT

(MERKEZ- ZAFER, SU DEPOSU, c;AMDIBI SETTLEMENTS)

Altmdag district which is in the south of the Bomova, east of the

Tepecik district and west of the Aydm- Izmir highway, is one of the landslide

areas (Altmdag, Kadifekale, Ye~ilyurt, Kozaga~- Gaziemir- Uzundere and

Balc;ova-Narhdere- Trazh Village), in the east of the Izmir Gulf. This region

had an independent municipal organization apart from Bomova district until

1985, after this year it became a department of Bomova Municipality. Illegal

settlement of Altmdag District developed since 1980 because of the migration

and irregular development. Nowadays this region is developing from center of

Altmdag settlement to skirts of Kalabak hill.

5.1. Location of the Landslide Areas

Altmdag landslide district was occurred because of the fault zone of

Kadifekale- Altmdag line. This district is a very known area about landslide

risky areas in Izmir Metropolitan zone. There are three different landslide area

in Altmdag districts; Merkez- Zafer Area, Su Deposu area and <;;:amdibiarea.

In Altmdag- Merkez district, characteristic silt and muddy debris

flowswere more common and clayey and silt materials are dominant there. An

active silty mudflow in central district of Altmdag is having approximately

circular shape at depth of 1- 2 m. And slope angles of 10° noted. The active

landslide line of fossil landslide can be seen in the area of Altmdag district, at

the south of Kan~e~me ridge located by the mini football field, Central district,

and their surroundings have the characteristics of active landslide. (Av~ar,

1997)

Additionally, a new soil flow in Camdibi district has occurred by the

excavation in the toe of the slope wash unit. In Camdibi region, the type of soil

is dangerous and risky about landslide for people.
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5.2. Site Analysis of Landslide Areas

Three different types of data, which were related with built

environment, land ownership and social environment, were collected in

Altmdag landslide areas. These analyses showed us different results, which

were economically- socially and legally different, in landslide areas of AltJ.ndag

district.

Table 5.1. Site Analyses of Landslide Areas

Built Environment

Social EnvironmentLand Ownership

Analysis

AnalysisAnalysis

•

Land- Use Plan •Density. •Cadastral Map

•

Ages of Buildings •Distribution Age •Legal StatusofBuilding

•

Building Quality •Level of Education •Legal Status of the

Plot•

Storey numbersof.Employment •Land - Building

• Family Size

Buildings

• Building Surface

Area

• Type of

construction

Ownership Pattern

• Changing Process of

Land Ownership Pattern

• Distribution Income. Period of Residence

• Damage level of

Buildings

• Suggested

Precaution

• House/ Car

Ownership

• Comparison of

Development Plan with

Existing land use

The site survey was undertaken in April- May 2000. The study

started by the proportion of that is containing the questions related with the

socialstructure of residents, house/land ownership and physical features of

buildings. In the second stage, habitants were interviewed in all houses of

Altindaglan.dslide areas. The photos archive was the most important data

about landslide areas in Altindag district. Three-site visit were given (May

1999, May 2000 and May 2001) to see the development oflandslide areas.
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5.2.1. Built Environment Analysis

Built environment analysis includes buildings and their physical
features. Inhabitants were settled in different dates in landslide areas of

Altmdag,and different building materials were observed on the buildings.

In this section, lands use plan, building quality, building age,

building area, building storey, building structure and damage level of

buildings were examined in landslide areas of Altmdag- Camdibi, Sudeposu

and Zafer regions. Particularly, building damages and iron proportions in
constructions were taken into consideration.

5.2.1.1. Existing Land Use Pattern

There are 7 buildings, one of them is unused and 12 families live in

other six of the buildings, in landslide areas of Altmdag- Zafer region, and

thereare also two annex buildings. People who live in this district are owner

occupiers,in where buildings have 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 36 door numbers in risky

areas of Zafer region. These buildings are in north of the landslide area and

thereare no buildings in the south of the landslide area in Zafer region.

Su Deposu landslide area is in the north of the building of Altmdag

Departmentof izsu (Water Department of Metropolitan Municipality of Izmir).

Thereare 6 buildings, in where 13 families live and plots are privately owned

in this part of landslide area. The building of izsu can be influenced by the

risksoflandslide. The houses, which have 549- 9 and 13,549/1- 3, 6, 7 and

12 doornumbers are in this part.

Camdibi region, which is newly built up area in Izmir, is in the west

ofthe Altmdag district. The streets of 728, 730 and 2593 ofCamkule areas are

landslide risky areas. There are 16 buildings and one mosque in Camdibi

landslidearea. 17 families live in all of the buildings which four of them have

four outbuildings and the one building is an under construction. These

buildingswhich door numbers are 728- 11, 12, 16 and 17, 730- 2, 3, 4, 5, 7

and 8, 2593- 21, 24 and 25, are in south of the landslide area of Camdibi

region.
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Figure 5.1 Lands- Use plans of Altindag landslide areas
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Flgure 5.2 Number of buildings and household graphic of Altindag landslide areas
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ALTINDAG- ZAFER

OLD Bl:lLDlNGS ( MORE THA.'>;10 YEARS OLD)

BETWEE1\ ~ A~D 10 YEARS OLD Bl:JLDlNGS

~"EW BLlI.D/7'GS / LESS 1110\ ~ YL~RS OWl

5.2.1.2. Age of Buildings

Generally, the buildings, which are in the landslide area of Altindag

Zafer region, were built in between 1980 and 1990. Four of them were built in

between 1980 and 1990; two of them were built in 1990's beginning.

In Altindag- Su Deposu region, the buildings were built in between

1980 and 1990 too. Four of them were built until 1990; two of buildings were
built after 1990.

<;amdibi region is a newer built up area than the other ones, and

the buildings in this area, were built in different periods. Four buildings of

them were built before 1980's, one building was built in 1987, the eleven

buildings were built since 1990 and nowaday, new buildings are under
construction.

ALTINDAG- c;:AMDIBI

Figure 5.3 Buildings age plans of Altindag landslide areas
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Figure 5.4 Building Age graphics of Altmdag landslide areas

5.2.1.3. Building Qualities aDd Iron Proportion in Construction

Reinforced concrete and sun-dried brick were usually used for

buildings in three of landslide areas of Altindag district. Five buildings were

built by reinforced concrete; one of them built by suo- dried brick in Altindag

Zafer region. There is a strong relationship between the building area and the

amount of iron, which is used per m2•7 The relationship between m2 and iron

proportion is average 30kg/m2., Two buildings of reinforced concrete are strong

quality structures but two of them are a not strong structure. Two buildings

which sun- dried brick used for them are in dangerous situations because of

their construction qualities.

In Altindag- Su Deposu region, reinforced concrete was used for all

buildings. Two buildings have strong quality reinforced concrete because of

the iron proportion, and four of them have not enough iron proportion in Su

Deposu region.

7 This information is obtained from the academic members of the Department of Civil

Engineering of IZfECH
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FJgnre 5.5. Building quality plans of Altindag landslide areas
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FJgnre 5.6 Building qualities and iron proportion in construction graphic of Altindag
landslide areas
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Sun- dried brick were used for seven buildings in landslide area of

Altindag- Camdibi region. Reinforced concrete were used for the other nine

buildings, 2 of them have enough iron proportion. According to total

evaluation, 22 buildings are in dangerous situation in Altindag landslide areas

5.2.1.4. BuUding Storeys

Generally, one, two and three storey buildings exist in all of the

landslide areas in Altindag district, and nowaday, new adding storey are

going to be built on some buildings because of the uncontrolled system of

municipality.

One building is three storeys; four buildings are two storeys and the

two buildings one store in Altindag- Zafer region. In Altindag- Su Deposu, a

building has three storeys, tree buildings are two storeys and two buildings

have one storey. One building is three storeys, one building is two storeys and

the fIfteen buildings are one storey in Altindag- Qamdibi region, which is the

most crowded area than the other landslide areas in Altindag.

Figure 5.7 Building Storey graphics of Altindag landslide areas
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5.2.1.5. Building Sizes

Different size buildings exist in all landslide areas in Altindag. Two

building of them have construction floor area smaller than 75m2, two

buildings have construction floor area between 75- 100 m2 and two of them

have larger construction floor area than 100 m2 in Altindag- Zafer region. Two

buildings have building area smaller than 75 m2, three buildings have between

75- 100 m2 building area and three buildings have larger building area than

100 m2 in Altindag- Su Deposu region. In Camdibi region, buildings area is

smaller than the other regions in Altindag, three of them have larger than 100

m2, two of them have between 75- 100 m2 construction floor area and eleven of

them have building area smaller than the 75 m2•

12

~10

8

6

4

2

Figure 5.8 Building Sizes graphics of Altindag landslide areas

5.2.1.6. Building Damage Levels

Landslide occurrence affected all risky areas In Altindag, seven

buildings were damaged because of the landslide in 1984 in Camdibi.

Accordingto the report; which was prepared in 1984, five buildings (2593- 23,

27and29, 728- 4 and 6 ) were collapsed ten buildings ( 2593- 5, 12, 14 and

21,728- 1, 2, 7 and 9, 730- 5 and 7, 2591- 10 )walls were cracked and their
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hosts were transported to tents. Four hosts (707- 15 and 16, 726- 2 and 4)

weretransported to tent because of the risky areas, in same area.

Six buildings were damaged in 1998 in Su Deposu region, soil

mled into the first floor of buildings. This area was defined as landslide

risky area and unsuitable for development. In 1991, two buildings were

damaged in Zafer region. The houses, which were damaged by old

hazards, were built in recent years.

AJ.T D"O· ZAP

III \ ll\\l I
I\lR ,,\t\ Io U -[.1\",[
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•

ALTlNDAQ· <;AMDml

FJgure 5.9 Damage level plans of Altindag landslide areas
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Figure 5.10. Building Damage level graphics of Altindag landslide area
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5.2.2. Social Environmental Analysis

Habitants, who live in landslide areas of Altindag district and their

social-economic, were analyzed in this section. Household surveys were

realized for each building in landslide areas, and data were collected about,

ages, household size, education level, and occupation, incomes and houses

car ownership pattems of families in the study areas.

5.2.2.1. Household Size

Household size is very important criterion for analysis studies in

landslide areas of Altindag district, because total population leve1lived in risky

area, can be calculated by household size. Household sizes are classified in

three different types, less than four people, between five and six people and

morethan six people.

In four buildings household size is preater than 6 people in two

buildings household size is between 5- 6 persons and there are not any

buildings, which has household size less than 4 people in Altindag- Zafer

region.

In Altmdag- Su Deposu region, one building has normal density; the

others of them have high density of population. Four buildings have high

populationdensity and one building has low population density and the others

elevenbuildings have normal density

5.2.2.2. Household Education

There are 47 people who live in 6 buildings and in 9 different

housesin Zafer region. 28 of them graduated from primary schools (20 people

5 years, 8 people 8 years) and 5 people of habitants of Zafer region graduated

fromhigh schools. 13 people are uneducated in this landslide area.

84 people live in 9 houses in Su Deposu region. 49 of them

graduated from primary school (37 people 5 years and 12 people 8 years), 10
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people graduated from high school and 25 people are uneducated. In Altmdag

Camdibi region, 76 people live in 16 houses, and 42 of them graduated from

primary school (31 people 5 years, 11 people 8 years), 3 people graduated from

high school and 31 people are uneducated.

Figure 5.11 Household education graphics of Altindag landslide areas

5.2.2.3. Household Immigration Trends

Generally, all of the habitants have come from the east of the

Turkey, in 1980's because of the unemployment, lack educational facilities,

and terror. 2 families came from Mu~, 2 families came from Malatya and one

each of families came from Sivas, Siirt, Kars, Konya and Bilecik, in Zafer

reglon.

There are 8 families in Su Deposu area, three of them came from

Malatya,two from Sivas, two from Kars and one from Elazlg.

5 of 16 families, who live in Camdibi region, came from Agn, four

familiescame from Konya, three families came from Malatya, and two families
camefrom Kars and the others families came from Sivas and Bilecik.
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Figure 5 12 Household Immigration Trend graphics of Altindag landslide areas

Unemployment and terror were seen to be maIll reasons of

migration. Lack of education and social facilities were seen as secondaty

reasons of migration.
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5.2.3. Land Ownership Analysis

The other important factor related with settlements in landslide

areas is land ownership pattem. In this analysis, cadastral map numbers, plot

numbers and areas, title deed numbers and dates, title deed owner names,

legality of plots, period of residence, changing process of land ownership in

risky areas were researched in detail.

5.2.3.1. Cadastral Map

The cadastral plans of landslide areas in Altindag were obtained

from General Directorate of Land Registration and Cadastre of Bomova.

According to these cadastral plans; the land, which is in the north side of

Zaferregion landslide areas, were seen to be divided into small plots. All of the

seven buildings have been built on the four parcels, which is in south side of

the landslide area. The title deeds were got until late 1980's, three people's

names were observed about title deed owners; Rabia ~en, Giilser Ozarslan and

Ahmet~en (inheritor of Rabia ~en).

Altindag- Sudeposu region were divided into plots in two different

types like Altindag- Zafer region, north side of the landslide area were divided

into small parcels, south side of the landslide area were divided into big

parcels. The buildings exist in the north of the Altindag- Su Deposu region.

The plots, which are in Altindag <;amdibi region, were divided into

parcels in last ten years like Su Deposu region. All land of landslide area in

Camdibi region was divided into small plots and the buildings were built

suitable for parcel borders. Generally, plot owners are different people in this

region.
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Figure 5.13 Cadastral plans of Altindag landslide areas

5.2.3.2. Legal Status of Plot (LandI Building Ownership)

Generally, landslide areas are unsuitable for buildings in Izmir

because of the slopes and geologic structures. All buildings which are in the

landslide areas of Altindag district, are illegal housings, therefore all of them

werenot got permissions, from municipalities.

Land and building ownership of landslide areas in Altindag district

are in three different positions; land and building owner, only building owner
and tenant.

There are only four building owner and two tenants in Altindag

Zaferregion and one habitant is both landowner and building owner in there.

InAltindag- Su Deposu region, all habitants have both plot and building. Only

one family is land and building owner in Altindag- <;amdibi region, four

familiesare tenant and eleven families are only building owners.
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Figure 5.14 Legal Status of plot plans of Altindag landslide areas
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Figure 5.15 Legal Status of Plots graphic of Altindag landslide areas
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Figure 5.16 LegalStatus of buildingplan of Altindaglandslideareas

5.2.3.3. Changing Process of Land Ownership

All landslide areas, which were sold to people, in Altindag district

wereunder state's possessions until latest of 1970's.

There are four parcels (349- 350- 351- 352) in landslide area of

Altindag- Zafer region. All parcels (9760m2.) were under State's Possessions

until 21.05.1963, after this date these parcels were sold to people (The cause

of selling was unknown). Landowner of these parcels was changed in six
differentdates until now.

There are six different parcels (11061- 11062- 11064- 11068

11071- 11074) in Altindag- Su Deposu region. These plots (total 610 m2.) were

sold to Hasan Mu~mula on 22.02.1977 (The cause of selling was unknown).

Andthen these parcels were changed owners four times until now.
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In Altindag <;amdibi region, there are 16 parcels (9328- 9329- 9330
9331-9332-9333-9334-9335-9336- 12758- 12759- 12763- 12764- 12775

12777), same parcels of these (9328- ...-9336- 12758- 12763) were sold

beginnings of 1970's and the others were sold latest of 1980's.

5.2.3.4. Period of Residence

Four families have been living SInce more than ten years; three

families have been living since between five and ten years in Altindag- Zafer

regIon.

In Su Deposu region, two families have been living since less than

fiveyears two families have been living since between five and ten years and

onefamily has been living since more than ten years.

Eight families have been living since less than five years, four

families have been living since between five and ten years and three families

have been living since more than ten years in landslide area of Altindag
~amdibi region.

Figure 5.17 Period of residence graphic of Altindag landslide areas
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Figure 5.18 Period of residence plans of Altindag landslide areas

5.2.3.5. Comparison of Valid Development Plan and Existing Land Use
Pattern

Generally, in such areas existing land-use plan and implementation

are different in Turkey, because of the migration and uncontrolled

development. The other important problem is lack of communication between

departments of public or govemmental organization

Same processes can be seen in landslide areas of Altindag district

too. General Directorate of Disaster Affairs of Ministry of Public Work and the

Altindag section of Bomova Municipality declared these areas as "Landslide

Risky Area". In spite of this declaration, illegal housing development is still

continuing in this area.

In Altmdag- Zafer region, the boundary of landslide risk area was

defmedin 1980's (Fig5.19). Existing buildings are located in the south part of

the landslide area. As it can be seen in Fig 5.20, in this part of the region there
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exist 7 buildings. North part of the landslide area was divided into small

parcels. (Fig. 5.20) These plots are empty today, but in near future,

construction activities can be seen in this part too.

In Altmdag- Su Deposu region, the boundary of landslide risk area

was defIned in Fig. 5.19 by the ministry of Public Work and Settlement. There

are 6 buildings in the north part of this landslide area. In spite of the declared

landslide risk area by Ministry of Public Work and Settlement; in existing

implementation plan the south part of the region is allocated for housing

development. According to this physical plan, 2 storey buildings can be

constructed in this area. (Fig.5.20) The north part of this region is divided into

small parcels too, and in very near future; in these plots new buildings can be
seen.

In Altmdag- Camdibi region, Ministry of Public Work and Settlement

defmed the boundary of landslide risk area. There are 16 buildings in the
north of this landslide area.

LEGEND

o ROADo BUILDING AREAo PARK AND UNUSED AREA

ALTINDAG- AMDIBI

Figure 5.19 Comparison of Development Plans and Existing Plans of Altindag
landslide areas
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Table 5.6 Land ownership analyses of Altlndag- Zafer landslide area

Paat
ReaideDc_._ .._.,...
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No
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352238III

r4--" Yener238 III
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5 Yener 238III 352 . - 356 - 21.05.1963 Rabia~en 3909/15600. No -~-- 8iU1;r~ ....:..~-_:.__ __....~_. '08.09.1980 Ahmet~n (inheritor)2360/15600 ~~.-. ------.-
15.03.1988 GUlserl>zarslan 5360/15600 -.-

I 6 Yener 238nI-·-35-2-,.-~--3-5-6-~-.-2-1.05.1963 Rabia~en --- -- 3909/15600 -No--
08.09.1980 Ahmet~n (inheritor) 2360/15600 - -- 

~---15.03.1988 -Oftlser Ozarslan --- 5360/15600

~
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8u Deposu Street MapNo Plot No Title Deed No Title Deed Date Title Deed Owner Plot Proportion Plot Area Permit Paat 1r 1 _ 549/} ~8 I.f'-TI064- 11063 __ 07.08.1990 Hurinaz(5zen _ 88 .. No- Altmdag====""""'-"==
2 - 549/1 238 fi 11068 11067 - 03.09.1998 Atilla<;0000 .-. 112 .. No Altmdag

rs--- 549/1 238 II 11062 11061'- 15.07.1992 Fecri Cohan- .. , ~, 96 _ No Altmdag
4 . 549 238 II 11074 11073 - 06.10.1989 AbdulcelilGiiden -- - - - -- 127 - No ElazIg(1~

~ 5 54923811 11061 _ 11060- _ 02.09.1991 CemilDurmu~ __ . "__ 8f-~ Altmdag:
i - 6 549 238 II 11071 11070 -- 26.02.1993 MevliideErdem -- --- --- _. . 106 No Built COIr-'- - --.._-

c;amdibi Street MapNo Plot No Title Deed No Title Deed Date Title Deed Owner Plot Proportion Plot Area Permit Past Rea
r 1 '" 728 23N-II-c 24 '"_ 9752 _-- 25.10.1990· HiiseyiiiAbmet _ _ __ _ _ _. 100 _ No--Altmdag'"

2 728 23N-II-c 23 - 9751 26.11.1984 Turgut Gungor ." ...-_... 100 - No MalatyatI 3 728 23N-II-c 20 '" -' 9748 . _ 25.10.1~20 NecaettinAbmet'"··_ _ 1/2 __ 117 .. No- Altlridai
AhmetAhmet - -- 1/2 - - - No

C, 4 .. 728- 23N-II-c 19_ 9747 __ 02.11.1992 EyiipDemir~ _ ........". -100-- No- Mersinl(
5 . - 728 23N-II-c 9734 - 9754 - 06.10.1972 Kemal<;mar ----- - _._. 172 No Altmdag

[ 6 __ - 728- '23N-II-c 9734 __ 9754 _ 06.10.1973 Kemal<;mar . ~- .,_ ._. 172 No Altmdag
~ 7 - 728 23N-II-c 9736 -- 9736 - 02.06.1983 IbrahimGiilen ---- - - -- - - 114 No 8ivas (19l 8 ._. 2593 23N-II-c 9734-. 9754 _. 06.10.1972~emal<;mar ,,__ ,_ 172 . No Aitmdag
i- 9 - 2593 23N-II-c 9735 - 9755 -- 25.12.1972 Hasan kayaerdem ------ ----- 136 .. No Altmdag
[--Io-_~93 23N-II-c 9735 _ 9755 -:-- 25.12.1972 --Hasan kaya erdem . . 136 -:--·NO-- AltlDdag
1- 11 - 730 23N-II-c 12759 - 12796 - 09.01.1985 OsmanAydogan ---------- 129 - No Agn
C-12 _. 730 23N-II-c 12758 _ 12795 __. 18.07:I9.:;-g---MusafaBencik _~26 - No-- Agn===--==

13 730 23N-II-c 12763 - 12800 -- 27.07.1972 8iileymankahraman - - 136 No Altmdag
14 730 23N:II-c-12764- -12801--- 14.08.1996--AziU Kaya--.-----~ I44 -. No-. Aituidag-
IS' ".. 730 23N-ll-c 12775 : 12812 --;:; 11.02.1981 AlaattinUluku~ ~. --' .:-. -"-:;;;:-; 172 ~ No AItmdag
16 '730 "23N-II:c1277'7-'- 12814--- liL05.1985 ~HuseYi,nK8hndamar_._-- --- -T44 -,..No- BUiltCo;



5.3. Legitimacy Process of Landslide Areas in Altindag District
The reports of landslide areas in Altindag district were prepared in

different dates and by different units of State. Mter these reports were

examined, very interesting results were seen about landslide areas of Altindag.

Therefore these process will be explained in detailed one by one, moreover, the

political advantage of municipality and lack of communication between units
of State will be discussed in this section.

5.3.1. Legitimacy Process of Zafer Region

The landslide area of Zafer region is the simplest case in Altindag

district. In term of legitimacy process only one report was prepared about this

area by The Ministry of Public Work and Settlement until now.

03.03.1998 Dated Report

On 05.02.1998, landslide hazard occurred in Altindag- Zafer region

because of the heavy and continuous rainfall. The original problem of

landslide occurrence was uncontrolled starting point of subterranean water

and insufficient technical infrastructure (water pipes).

According to the this reports of General Directorate of Disaster

Affairs, if the necessary measures will be taken (such as: to change the water

pipe and to control the subterranean water), the area will be suitable for

development and there is no need to transport buildings.

However, any measures are not taking about technical problems in

Zafer region, there are six buildings, which are in illegal position and 30

peoplelive in risky environment.

5.3.2. Legitimacy Process of Su Deposu Region

The reports results, which were prepared by Ministry of Public Work

and Settlement, Altindag Section of Bomova Municipality, The Committee of

Rescueof Altindag District and Dokuz Eylul University (Department of Geology
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Engineering), were different about landslide area of Altindag- Su Deposu

regIon.

10.10.1985 Dated Report

In respect of the 1985-dated report, the landslide hazard occurred

on 03.09.1985 in Su Deposu region and heavy and continuous rainfall, soft

soil type and uncontrolled development were caused to hazard. According to

the suggested regulatorymeasures of Ministry of Publics Work and Settlement,

the landslide area would be afforested, planned as recreation area and

certainly, this area would be declared that it was a potential landslide area

and unsuitable for development.

The geologic reports, which were written at the same time, said that

"there are no buildings on the landslide risky area and the house construction
should be forbidden."

In spite of the reports, the Bomova Municipality improved the south

parts of landslide area for development on 15.01.1995 by existing

implementation plans.

07.02.1998 Dated "The Committee of Rescue of Altmdag District" Reports

According to this report, the authorities that were geologist,

engineer and medical doctor, examined the landslide area of Su Deposu region

for The Committee of Resque of Altindag District. The landslide occurrence

was seen on south of the Su Deposu region. The heavy rainfall and soft soil

type were caused to hazard. The buildings, which door numbers, were 3 and

7, effected very strongly and the other four buildings were damaged not

sttOI).gly.The families, who lived in landslide area, should transport the other

settlement, the landslide area should planned for recreation area and the axes

ofstream should be arranged.

06.02.1998 Dated Altindag Section of Bomova Municipality's Reports

In respect of the reports, which were prepared by Bomova

Municipality and the Altindag Section, the results of the landslide occurrence,
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which occurred by the heavy rainfall, new landslide hazard, were seen about

4000m2. There were five squatters in there and in their opinion, this area was

naturally a risky area and the Ministry of Public Work and Settlement should

conduct an analysis.

03.03.1998 Dated Ministry Public Work and Settlement's Reports

In this report, The Bomova Municipality's implementations, which

were Partial plans on 15.01.1994, were criticized and Bomova Municipality's

irresponsibility was criticized about any danger situation in Altindag- Su

Deposu region. Therefore Ministry of Public Work and Settlement had not

done anything about it.

03.06.1998 Dated DEU (Department of Geological Engineering)'s Reports

Geological Engineering Departments of Dokuz Eyliil University

made research in landslide area of Altindag- Su Deposu region, when the

Rahmi Coban who lived in landslide area of Altindag- Su Deposu, required

geologicalanalysis in landslide area.

According to this report, landslide occurrence of landslide area of

Altindag- Su Deposu region was at surface, and this hazard can be controlled

very easily. Mter this hazard, fluid soils did not damage the buildings and if

the soils will be cleaned and technical infrastructure will be controlled, these

area can be suitable for development.

5.3.3. Legitimacy Process of c;amdibi Region

In two different dates, two reports were prepared about landslide

area of Altindag- Camdibi region, by Ministry of Public Work and Settlement,

and they explained the same results and suggestions.
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21.2.1984 Dated Report

This report explained that, the stronger landslide was observed than

the formers, occurred in 1984 because of the heavy rainfall and soft surface

soil types. In the result of the surveys, the C;amdibiregion should be decided

"Potential Natural Hazard Areas" and squatters should be transported the

other settlements. And this area should be planned as green area for city.

In 1986, the families who lived in landslide area of Altindag

C;amdibi,were transported from Altindag to social housings in Buca.

25.9.1992 Dated Report

Mter the occurrence of landslide in 1992, new report was prepared.

According to 1992's report, the suggestion, which were written in 1984 report,

should continue about landslide area of Altindag- C;amdibi. The geological

studies were realized and it was suggested that this area should be afforested

for city.

The results of the Altindag landslide areas analyses; vanous

measures were suggested by different organization about these three landslide

risky areas of Altindag district. All these precautions were interpreted from the

reports of government departments.

The table; summarizes the results of the Altindag surveys

additionally shows, similarities, differences and suggestions for these landslide

areas. There are 206 habitants live in Alt1ndaglandslide areas.

The results of Altindag landslide areas studies, which is a case

study areas, were explained in this chapter but general policies of natural

hazards areas and physical planning, different existing studies or researches

willbe examined in next chapter.

IIMIR YUKSEK ~KNOWJi EHSnWSU

REKTORlUGU

Kij/ljpltone ve Dokumonrosyon Ooire 8~.
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According to Bornova According to both

Municipality; landslide Bornova Municipality and

area is not dangerous Ministry: the landslide

for buildings and suitab e area is certainly

for developments. (DEU unsuitable for

1994) developments. This area

Ministry and Resque should be afforested and

Committees of Altmdag should be controlled after

District were opposed heavy rainfall.

Table 5.8 Three differentsolutionsproposalabout Altmdaglandslideareas

Altindai- Zafer Altindag-Su Deposu Altlndag-~amdibi
Region Region Region

Similarities

• All of landslide areas are defIned as "Potential Landslide Areas" by

The Ministry of Public Work and Settlement

• Some families are living in each of these zones. ( Zafer: 6 families, 47

people, Su Deposu: 8 families, 84 people, Camdibi: 15 families 75

people)

• All families are living in illegal buildings and any of them have not

permIssIons.

• The Bornova Municipality does not take any measures.
Differences

According to both

Bornova Municipality

and Ministry; If the

necessary measures,

which are to replace

technical infrastructure,

to change the stream axe
to control subterranean

water, are taken, the
landslide areas are will b

suitable for development.

Suggestions
• In Zafer Region, immediately necessary measures should be taken

and building constructions should be controlled.

• In Camdibi Region; certainly this area is not suitable for

development. Therefore all habitants should be transported, until

any dangerous hazard will occur.

• In Su Deposu Region: Detailed researches should be done about

landslide occurrence and all authority departments should decide

and should declare the results together. Municipalities should not act

politically.
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Chapter 6

PLANNING SENSITIVE POLICIES ABOUT NATURAL HAZARDS IN TURKEY

Due to the geography and geology, a considerable number of

natural hazards and disaster are being in Turkey; i.e. earthquakes, floods,
landslides and rock falls etc.

In the recent years lots of natural hazards have been seen and

because of them the great lots of number of people died. Although, these

natural hazards are natural things, these are seen as great hazards because

of, illegal urbanization, inadequate social and technical infrastructure and the

poor quality in construction. (General Directorate of Technical Research and

Application of the Ministry of Development and Settling, 1998)

In this section the policies, plans and the law and regulations, for

preventing natural hazards will be explained and criticized and some

proposals will be developed.

6.1. Planning History of Natural Hazard Management

Just as it happens today the precautions for disasters were taken

after the disasters in history too. The most important legislation concerning

this was "Ebniye Nizannamesi" in 1848. This act, that includes the necessary

characteristics about buildings, was used until 1877 all over Turkey. In those

years, same other laws, which organize roads and infrastructure, were also

put in practice.

Planning concept has been the most important subject in the fIrst

years of Turkey Republic. Firstly, in 1928, The Planning Directorate of Ankara

has been established. A quick development in planning was seen between the

years 1930 and 1945. "The Municipality Law" (1930), "UrilUmiHuslZsiliha

Law" (1930), "The Municipality Urban Infrastructure Law" (1933) have been

formed in this period. The earthquakes between the years 1939- 1944 caused

the loss of great number of people and property, because of these events the

importance of making planning was understood. In 1944, "The Measures,
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which is before and Mter the Earthquake Law," has been accepted, and in

1945 the first earthquake map has been prepared in Turkey.

Because of the immigration from rural areas to urban areas

beginning from 1950's and because of serious urban problem the laws have

been sufficient and in 1956, "Municipality Development Law" has been

formed. In this law "hazard" concept was firstly analyzed. Because of the

increasing number of housing problems and hazard necessmy measures and

policies and a new ministry, which is Ministry of Public Work and Settlement,

has been needed. In 1958 this ministry has been established, and this

ministry has taken the duty of precautions after and before disasters, the

development of city and villages and the standardization of the construction

tools. In the same year, the law number of 7126 "CivilDefense Law"has been

. accepted.

In 1959, Law no 7269; "Measures and Assistance to be Put into

Effect Regarding Natural Disasters Affectingthe Lifeof the General Public" has

been accepted. The most important characteristics of this law is establishment

of the Hazard Fund for Emergency and it was not only about earthquakes but

also for all type of hazards.

In 1960's rapid urbanization, created many physical, social and

economic problems. Because of this in 1968 Master Plan Offices have been

established in Izmir, Ankara and Istanbul. These offices will get a strong

relationship with municipalities and they will prepare macro physical plans of

cities and they will be advisors in the preparation of implementation plans.

In 1972, in order to increase the income proportion of the law 7269,

a new Earthquake Fond has been established (1571). Gecekondus became a

vehicle of unearned income in 1950's immigration from village to cities and

insufficient public policies made this condition much worse. Between 1980

and 1990's amnesty decisions related with illegal buildings had been granted

the four times, with the help of the amnesties 2805- 16.03.1983, 2981

24.02.1984, 3290- 22.05.1986, 3366- 18.05.1987 and 27.03.1994 a great

increase in the illegal urbanization and in gecekondus were seen. In 1985,

The Development Law (3194) was adopted in these conditions, and this law

decentralized planning authority and local governments began to be

competent in the preparation and approval process of urban physical plans.

As a result, unsolved problem of the immigration from villages to

cities, created an unearned income economy and uncontrolled building
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weak buildings too. Because of this illegal buildings have increased in natural

hazard risky areas. And also the weak buildings have increased in Turkey,

which are earthquake regions.

6.2. Existing Laws, Regulations, Institutions and Applications

Today different laws, regulations and institutions are realized

various applications in order to prevent Hazard harms. We can examine these

in three sections. There are laws and regulations, institutions and

applications.

, 6.2.1. Existing Laws and Regulations

The laws about natural hazards can be put in order like this; The

Development Law, The Municipality law, The Gecekondu Law, Amnesty Law,

Mass Housing Law, "Measures and Assistance to be Put into Effect Regarding

Natural Disasters Affectingthe Lifeof the General Public Law, and etc...

The Development Law (LawNo: 3194)

In this law the word "natural hazard" takes place only one time. The

subject of natural hazard could not be seen in this law in detail. It only

includes codes and regulations related with urban physical plans and related

with legal constructions.

Measures and Assistance to be Put into Effect Regarding Natural Disasters

Affectingthe Life of the General Public Law (LawNo: 7269)

The real aim of this law is to deal with damages of the natural

hazards. The Ministry of Public Work and Settlement does the necessary

activities, which are evaluation of natural hazard size, natural hazard effect,

specialty of settlement, by looking at the greatness of the disaster.

The buildings that will be constructed after the natural hazards are

in authority of the municipalities of these places. It is obligatory to take project
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and fonds. The buildings, which have not got credentials, are demolished after

30 days; Because of the less of control in natural hazard areas, there are still

lots of buildings without permission.

The emergency after the natural hazards is also included in this

law. The formation of the emergency committees (Vale, mayor and the Red

Crescent) is stated in this law. Also it has been mentioned that some changes

can be made in development in some natural hazard risky areas. The

municipalities provide the new settlement for the damaged property owners.

The Ministry of Public Work and Settlement gives long-term depths to property

owners in order to provide them new houses. Council of Ministers has the

authority of erasing the half of these depths. In this part the concept of

"owner" is an open defInition so it causes big problems.

Rescue Programs for Damaged Buildings, which Damage from Natural

Hazards (LawNo: 4123- 4133)

The law number of 4123 is about the help that is done to the

owners and tenants. And it makes these people indebted to it in order to get

new houses. The people, who are relatives of the death, can get fmancial aid
from the hazard fond. This law has stated these shares.

According to the law 4133 the investment debts of the

municipalities to Bank of Province can be erased by Council of Ministers.

The Municipalities Law (LawNo: 1580)

The natural hazard risky areas the exchangeability of this process

causes problems for the natural hazard regions, which can be/should be used

different planning approach. The most important application of this law, about

the natural hazard areas is to give license for construction and repair, and to

control the dangerous buildings.

Also in this law, fIre precautions take a great place. So it

emphasizes different natural hazards such as fIre rather than earthquakes.
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The Municipalities Income Law (LawNo: 2464)

There are so many sources of municipality incomes. The expenses

that are about natural hazards are Building Reconstruction Expenses and the

other expenses about reconstruction. They are not taken from the buildings,

which were damaged because of the earthquakes, floods and fires by

municipalities.

Also in this law, it is stated that the government must pay all the

infrastructure expenses in natural hazard areas.

The Law about the Management of Metropolitan Cities (LawNo: 3030)

The duties of the metropolitan cities municipalities, about natural

hazards are planning Master Plan and controlling of the development plans

that are done by the small municipalities. The duty of taking precautions for

ftres is their duty too.

According to the Master plans that they will do, the choice of the

place of the public institutions, the establishing of the natural hazard regions

and etc. have increased the role of metropolitan cities municipalities.

Amnesty Law (LawNo: 2981)

This law and its applications are in fact just legalization process of

illegal buildings and settlements, which had been constructed on the most

risky areas in terms of natural hazards.

The subject of amnesty has not got any precautions about natural

hazard. As a result of this mentioned legalization process illegal settlements

increased, in the regions that carries the risk of natural hazard.

Gecekondu Law (LawNo: 775)

The deftnition of Gecekondus is stated in the law that, it is a

building, which is called Gecekondus. The law tries to solve this problem

establishing three zones, which are squatter prevention area, squatter

clearance area and squatter rehabilitation area.
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The inefficiency in law or the detailed regulations also give detailed

information about natural hazards. Although this law is still valid, its

application is very limited especially in last years.

The Regulation about The Buildings Which will Build in Natural Hazard Areas

In this regulation, it has been prohibited to build or to restore

buildings without permission in natural hazard areas. The subject of the

earthquake is also mentioned in a detailed way.

The Regulation about to Confirm People Suffered Because of Natural Hazard

In these regulations, which are related to the people who are going

to build a new house or get credit after natural hazard, it is paid attention to

deliver the public sources in justice. For being engraftment, his building must

have been damaged it is not explained how the damage confrrmation will be

done. The engraftment could not transfer. The people, who are heir in law,

became engraftment when their relatives died in natural hazard. The tenant

can not be engraftment.

The Regulation about the Buildings. Lands and Building Grounds Which are

Supposed to be Used after the Natural Hazard

The law puts these in an order .•• The Value Distil Commission"

organizes all these things by doing every detailed investigation. This regulation

proves us that, there is so many unplanned workings have been done in the

natural hazard area, and too many sources have been exhausted.

The Regulation about the Basic rules Related to the Effects of Natural Hazards
on General Life

The regulations determine and derme whether if the destruction has

the quality of disaster or not. If in a village which has 100 units, % 10 of

buildings, in a village which has more than 1000 units, at least 10 buildings,

in towns where 5000 people live, 20 buildings, in a place which has 5000-
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10000 people 25 buildings, in a place with 10000- 30000 30 buildings, in a

place with 30000- 50000, 40 buildings and in a place where more than 50000

people live in, 50 buildings must have been destroyed, to accept said that

disaster effects the general life in this area. This law does not consist what is

going to be done after natural hazard and this is the problem in this law.

The Regulation about the Emergency Organization and Plan Bases related to
Natural Hazard

This law arranges the related associations to do all necessary

preparations before any of the natural hazards, and during the natural hazard

arranges their organization. According to the law, governor or head official has

right to monopolies all the necessary vehicles in a natural hazard. The law

determines it that, emergency scenarios have to be done according to the
worst situation.

In this law, the things, which have to be done before the disaster,

are explained. But these are related to the organization and according to the

law. It is emphasized that related associations must have the previous reports

and maps which show the area in destruction.

The Regulation of Construction which is Going to be Applied Inside the Border

of Municipality and Neighboring Areas and Outside Areas Which have no
Plans

The basic aim of the regulations is to put the places, which are out

of plan in an order. But in the defInition, disaster consists of the buildings,

which are not suitable for the construction plans in the natural hazard risky

areas or in the areas, which had disaster. Payment in advance has been given

to the natural hazard regulation and it is emphasized that the building, which

are going to be built in the natural hazard areas have to fIt to the natural

hazard regulations.
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The Regulation of Development about the Kind of Municipalities which are out
of Law 3030

Out of Metropolitan cities and related municipalities these

regulation rules, which are supposed to be used in the municipalities that do

not have their own regulation of development, can be out of order against "The

Regulation about the Buildings which are going to be built in Natural Hazard
areas"

The Regulation which number 3030 of Law Apply about the Management of

Metropolitan Cities

According to the law it does not provide for a different interference

to the natural hazard field than the after areas. Normal providing is valid for

the natural hazard fields. There is not a program, which is going to decrease

the failures of natural hazard. There are some other regulations out of these

regulations. For example the extra regulation about shelters, the regulation of

competence about the foundations, which are going to tale the responsibility of

physical plans.

6.2.2. Connected Institutions

In Turkey, Central Management Institutions and Local Management

Institutions form the associational edifice of development system Central

Management institutions are; Prime MinistIy State Planning Organization,

MinistIy of Public works, Bank of Provinces, MinistIy of Finance, Province

Administration Directorate of Land Office. Local Management; Units,

Metropolitan City Municipalities, other municipalities and villages.

The Prime Ministry State Planning Organizations (SPO)

The resolution about SPO came out in 1969. According to this law

this foundation is responsible for the planning of development. Especially,

after 1995, SPO became responsible foundation, which has to prepare regional
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development projects, and doing statistics works about the areas, which are

supposed, be undeveloped.

The Ministry of Public Works and Settlement

This ministry has a large competence about building, planning and

natural hazards. It consists of Building Works, Natural Hazard Department

and Technical Investigation and Practicing General Administrations, and in

the control field it has High Techniques Commission. In the cities there are
Administrations of Public Works. Natural Hazard Works General

Administration has been divided into three different and important missions.

The frrst one is before the natural hazard. Second, one is during the
natural hazard and the last after it. This General Administration has to take

necessary precautions to prevent the damage, has to apply these precautions,

has to do necessary works to decrease the effects of natural hazard and

provide temporary buildings or necessary things in the natural hazard area.

And also they have to set up the conditions with the related

ministry. Besides, they have to prepare programs for the buildings of

"Building Works General Administration, Municipalities and Private

Institution" about what they need. They are responsible for preparing building

programs for public buildings and natural hazards, which are not temporary,

and they have to provide their works.

The duties of Technical Investigation and Applying General

Administration are, to investigate necessary material and building, prepare

earthquake maps, to get precautions about the building which are going to be

built in the earthquake area, to defme building project bases, giving certificate

to the private pUIVeyorsand report their registers. And in 1998 it was added

that they have to do necessary investigations about the materials, which will

be used in the public buildings.

The Administration of Ministry, Public Works has two different

branches, which are natural Hazard Works and Development Works. The

duties of disaster works Branch Administrations are; to defme the damage, or

preparing reports about natural hazards, preparing help or rescue plans with

the related institution to provide connection among institutions, to choose a
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safe place for the people who were effected from disaster to prepare a map, to

help and to check.

Bank of Prgvinces

It was set up to help fmancially and technically for the preparation

of physical plans and in providing technical infrastructure of local

administrations. According to the law, the partnership of Private

Managements, Municipalities, Village Managements are accepted as a partner

of this Bank of Provinces. The main duties of Bank of Provinces are providing

credit according to the wishes ofjointly managements, to control works, which

are out of ministIy's control. Also they have to control geological essays, which

are done by the geology offices, and they have to define the areas, which have
the risk of disaster.

General Directorate of Land Office

The main duty of land office is to provide land and place for building

industIy, tourism and public places. Besides they have to provide a balance in

the land prices and to control land stock, to buy and sell, localization works.

This office especially does the works of investigator, of reservoir

lands and institution lands, if they are suitabl~ to sell or not. And they check

the plans of these lands and decide to sell or rent people who need.

Directorate of Province Administration

According to the development law, their duties are; applying

versification and preparing development plans for the lands, which are out of

the boundary of municipality and neighboring area and to control them. Also

they are responsible for "mass housing areas" and confIrming their plans.

Metropolitan City Municipality

With the law (3030), that was accepted in 1984, the concept of

Metropolitan City got into the law. As a result of rapid increase in population
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With the law (3030), that was accepted in 1984, the concept of

Metropolitan City got into the law. As a result of rapid increase in population

of big cities new surrounding municipalities occurred around the big cities,

which have different competence to this law. These municipalities are put in

an order to provide services in a plan, effective and in an order. They have to

prepare development plans, to confirm, to apply and they have to check the

other municipalities implementation plans and confirm them.

Village Management

Village law (The law with number 442 in 1924) like a municipality

law is for small places. They have to do development works about village. Mter

the headman had got the permission from the commission, he can ask the

settled down plan from the unit, which they combine. The govemor of province

confIrms these plans.

As we see local units take decisions, which are related about the

settled places. So they have to understand if the place is in the natural hazard

failure or not and this control must be done seriously.

6.2.3. Plans and Applications

Planning

The auns of the development law are; these buildings must be

suitable with "Plan, science, health and environment" so development law

consist of using, running, protection and making the buildings healthier.

Among the aim of development law, there is a title, which is "fItting

surrounding conditions" but it is not really understood what it consists of. The

regions, which have the risk of natural hazard or have probability of natural

hazard, are not clear.

Decreasing the risks of disaster is not clearly defIned among the

alms of physical plans. There is not a legend in the macro physical plans,
which are related to the natural hazard areas.
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Planning, the duties of applying, decreasing the effects of natural

hazard are not told by them. As there is not order about the areas, which are

risky for disaster, certain solutions cannot be found in the application. Also,

as there is not any planning in the macro plans for the risky areas local plans

are affected. All these failures show that there is an unplanned approach to

these areas, which are in a risk. During the set up term of plans, the

standards, which are going to be used for disaster risks and planning bases,
cannot be defmed.

Planning and Development Practice

Application of plans consists of, ordering building process, technical

and social infrastructure and using of green areas. Lack of fmancial sources is

the biggest problem. If a source is found to support financially, the plans,

which are going to be applied in the risky natural hazard areas that can be

prepared easily.

Due to lack of control, some other problems have occurred during

application process. During the planning, technical, bureaucratical and

political responsibilities effect each other and cause negative results. In

application, they did not care of technical controls. Planning units, are usually

separated from application. Political controls are seen only in the lawsuit.

Bureaucratically control has been out of agenda as a result of fast

counteraction. There must be a serious technical control in the planning

works about disaster risky areas. The control of buildings is one of the other

problems. If there is natural hazard in an area, according to the law, it is

decided whether natural hazard effects general life in that area or not, and

then if it is risky the area is announced as "natural hazard risky area".

And all the necessities like emergency aid; rescuing and temporary

places to live are provided in a short time. In a long term they start inhabiting

and settling works. The people, whose houses or business places have been

destroyed heavily, have right in the law so the government gives or build them

houses or business places.

The government repairs the Buildings, which have been destroyed

partly. The owners of these building get credits from the government and pay

them back in a long term with a law interest. While the building help is doing,
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the biggest problem is knowing without and searches if the house has

permission or not.. Besides, it is not controlled if they had taken necessary

precautions for the natural hazard or not. So the buildings, which are not

suitable for the law in progress, have not been paid or helped.

The other problem in the application is gecekondus or shanties. It is

not clear in the law that who is going to take responsibility in a disaster about

these buildings. In a planning, which is sensitive about natural hazards, there

must be an effective politicians against illegal building. It is clear at first sight

that, these places where gecekondus have been built are dangerous and have

the highest risk of natural hazard.

There are settling areas, which are out of physical development

plan, dangerous and not suitable for living. Water flood lairs, land with

alluvium, coalmine areas and the areas, which have high bends, are the

places, where we can see gecekondus' places most. Weak and disqualify

materials used in the construction buildings increase disaster risk. The people

who build these increase natural hazard risky. The people, who build these

buildings, usually do not have financial opportunities and technical

information. Besides these buildings are built in illegal areas and they always

have possibility to be collapsed by the municipalities.

Because of these reasons they are built- up with the law costs. So

there is not any technical standard about these areas and mostly a new

development law, which forgives them, occurs. After 1980, these areas became

rant areas and these caused more investments like increasing the number of

floors or density. That's why risks in these areas increased more.

6.2.4. Practice Abroad

Like Turkey, there are so many countries, which have the risk of

natural hazards. If we search their sensitive approaches for the risks of

natural hazard, we can see two different applications. The first one IS

"approaches in planning" and the second one is "approaches in building
controls".

The United States of America and Japan use land using planning

approaches, which are sensitive for natural hazard risk. In California, plan or

maps, are prepared related with natural hazards. (Like geological, seismic
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are working in the constitutions of municipality has to prepare geology maps

or such plans. They are responsible for controlling these applications.

(Ministry of Public works and Settlement, General Administration of Technical

Investigation, 1998)

The development law with number 3194 and the Project of

Regulations Revision) As it is known, Japan is a country where earthquake is

a very frequent natural hazard and Japan government sets up a struggling

planning approach. The first, primary target of every planning level is, to

provide the safety of earthquake and fire. Three different regions are defmed in

city planning process, the areas, which will be planned, and the areas which

planning will be under control, the areas, which had natural hazard, are in the

last category.

Country politics that are supposed to increase the strength against

disasters consists of increasing the open and green areas and building up

roads in risky regions. For example in Tokyo the administration of

metropolitan prepares disaster prevention plans once in 5 years and according

to these plans, they prepare the other plans. There are some different

approaches about building control subject in the abroad.

Especially in the countries, which belong to Europe association,

there is a deep history that protects customers and works with discipline in

build up sector. In Germany building up sector works together with building

administrations, which give the permission. Control engineers make controls

of buildings on by other institutions. These institutions or people have to get

insurance of occupational responsibility.

In France puxveyor and insurance do technical control. So controls

are done very often and the insurance is in it. Plans are taken into

consideration more seriously.

In USA,they give importance to the quality of seIVices or goods. The

banks fmance private properties. Here two things provide the best solution for

building quality among occupational responsibility insurance and protection of

customers. These people have the insurance of occupational responsibility.

As earthquake is a very often disaster in area, they made some

changes in understandings about planning and construction process.

According to the law, the owner of the building and the commission of

controlling buildings are responsible for the quality of buildings. The aim of

this law is to decrease the damages of disaster. So controls are quite wide-
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controlling buildings are responsible for the quality of buildings. The aim of

this law is to decrease the damages of disaster. So controls are quite wide

spread. It is seen that there are some effective factors like "preparing sensitive

plans in natural hazards as it is done in the others like responsibility,

insurance and controls provide entirety in planning".

6.3. 17 August 1999 Dated Post-Earthquake Approaches Concerning
Natural Hazard

Mter the 17 August dated largest earthquake ever happened in the

20th century, necessary steps have been taken concerning the law and

institutions. Generally, in respect of usual post-earthquake improvement

work, a transformation of the approaches to the disasters is noticed.

If we take a rough look at these transformations, we can easily

observe changes at legal and institutional structures.

6.3.1. Recent Legal Measures

Basically there are three mam. new measures:

Earthquake Insurance, Construction, Supervision and

Competence.

Compulsory
Professional

Compulsory Earthquake Insurance (Decree I 587 ; Gazette 27.12.1999)

According to this law, "recovery"responsibilities in the scope of the

state disaster dispositions have ended. State Treasury subordinated "Natural

Disaster Insurance Council" is about being founded. New and independent

funds, intended directly for disaster purposes, are made up. Buildings, except

public and village ones, are bound to the compulsory insurance.

Consequently, a breakdown of owners' real estate and immovable will be

drawn up. The above mentioned new Institution will be allowed to get

consulting services provided from private fIrms for maximum 5 year period.

There are of course different institutions and persons calling

attention to some defects and inconveniences regarding this law. Rumours
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integrity of institutionalization structure and construction rules has not been
considered.

There is no any strict database regarding the building qualities and

stocks. Architect, city planner and engineers have not been given place in the
New Institution Board of Administration. Provided funds will not be used but

to cover immovable losses only after disaster happened, neglecting the risk

management and pre- disaster planning work and studies. (Balamir, 2000)

Construction Supervision (Decree I 595 ; Gazette 10.04.2000)

This law stipulates for the frrst time that the structure solidity

together with the quality should be necessary. Possibilities of private sector

supervision services in the technical sense are provided. Structure Supervision

Foundations are going to be formed in three different classes depending on the

scale of supervision services to be bound and the project, control application

are getting authorized. Apart from these foundations, responsibilities of the

contractor and building-site technical chief are also clearly determined. If the

reports of the Structure Supervision Foundations are found acceptable by the

relevant administrations, residing permits are then issued.

In addition, the municipality and other competent authorities will

also inspect the Structure Supervision Foundations. Generally, foundations

are observed by the Structure Supervision Upper Committee, subordinated to

the Ministry of Public Work and Settlement. Every building will have ten-year

liability insurance and if any damage occurred it will be immediately

compensated.

Technical control to be made by public foundations has been

neglected and this is obviously the main defect of this law. On the other hand,

there are no explanations and limits concerning the Structure Supervision

Foundation internal organizations. (Balamir, 2000)

Professional Competence (Decree I 601 ; Gazette 28.06.2000)

Only those who have expert engineer and architect certificate are

allowed by this law an authorized signature to be used in the projects and

their implementation, and the expertness requirement for the earthquake
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resistant building conception is accepted. It has been decided the expertness

be registered there an examination organized by professional chambers. Five

year experience is added to the professional training.

The most criticized side of this law is that an expert architects and

engineers service is not compulsory, but facultative in producing of an

earthquake resistant building. Professional competence and expertness are

rendered for life, instead of being re-examined periodically. Professional

insurance for the authorized signature used at professional work and

implementation is not rendered compulsory. (Balamir, 2000)

Apart from this important law, many new laws or instructions about

the disaster or measures against it, have been issued after the 17 August

earthquake.
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Table 6.1. The laws and regulations which is a 17 August 1999 dated post
earthquake approaches concerning natural hazard (public gazette)

Date Dates and list of laws put Into force regarding the disaster conceptlon

20 Aug.99

Seed awarding to the farmers aft'ected by natural disasters.

25 Aug.99

Forming of the research committee in the assembley for analysis of the work

regarding the earthquake disaster and definition of necessary measures to betaken thereupon.27 Aug.99

Amendment to the law of waiving debts of farmers alfected by natural disaster.

28 Aug.99

Amendment to the decree of waiving debts and granting new credits in order

to recover losses of farmers,tradesmen,artisans,small and mid sized companiesand independent business D'MIers,created by natural disaster.29 Aug.99

Authorization law arranging a removal of losses.

02Sep.99

Instructions concemlng changes to be made to the Development law.

23Sep.99

Drawing up of donations and tax payment waiving and relevant decree.

29Sep.99

Circular on rational use of sources.

15Oct.99

Assistance against losses and infrastructure damages occured to municipal

and province local administrations04 0e<:.99

Amendment to the law of measures to be taken at natural disaster.

27 Dec.99

Compulsory Earthquake Insurance.

os Feb.OO

Amendment to the law of compensation and help to died and handicaped

and losses created at habitation and business sites.08 Feb.OO

Law against losses and infrastructure damages occured to municipal

and province local administrations.10 Feb.OO

Notice of proceedings to be realized regarding losses and infrastructure

damages occured to municipal and province local administrations.03.Mar.OO

Acceptance decision of the decree for solving and getting easier necessary

procedures for removing a disharmony of laws created in the regions affected bydisaster.10 Apr.OO

Building Supervision Law.

15 Apr.OO

Amendment to the law in respect of losses occured to the (small-mid-Iarge)

investors.10 Jun.OO

Professional Competence Law.

10 Jul.OO

Additional decree conceming compulsory financial responsibility of

Structure Supervision Foundations.13 Jul.OO

Circular covering the amendments on a notice regarding municipal

development types left out of the scope of the law nr.3030.18 Jul.OO

Decree of waiving debts of farmers and new creditings.

17 Aug.OO

Decree of amendments regarding the compensation and help to died and

handicaped and losses created at habitation and business sites.06Sep.OO

Decree of amendments regarding waiving debts and granting new credits in

order to recover losses of farmers,tradesmen ,artisans,small and mid sizedcompanies and independent business D'MIers,created by natural disaster.08Sep.OO

General terms and conditions of the Compulsory Earthquake Insurance.

02 Nov.OO

Decree of amendments regarding waiving debts and granting new credits In

order to recover losses of farmers,tradesmen,artisans,small and mid sizedcompanies and independent business D'MIers,created by natural disaster.29 Nov.OO

Decree of amendments to the law In respect of losses occured to the (small-mid-

large) investors.08 Dec.OO

Decree of amendments regarding waiving debts and granting new credits in

order to recover losses of farmers,tradesmen,artisans,small and mid sizedcompanies and independent business D'MIers,created by natural disaster.
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6.3.2. Recent Institutional Developments

Emergency Head Administration (Decree / 583 ; Gazette 22.11.1999)

This is a 16-person general directorate unit, subordinated to the

Prime Minister's Office,and bound with high-level coordination responsibilities

for emergency managing and directing actions. It is understood that this unit

has also a duty of defming and handling a pre-disaster activity scope.

Its main tasks; post-earthquake activity coordination, forming

emergency managing centers at public establishments and institutions, taking

measures for reducing damages, preparing short and long term plans,

establishing an information bank and its observation, coordination of

transporters, rescue and emergency vehicles, forming scientific, technical and
administrative committees.

General Directorate of CivilDefense Search Rescue Unit (Decree / 586 ;

Gazette 27.12.1999)

This unit operates bound to the Ministry of the Interior. Head offices

established in 11 provinces, its duties are searching, rescuing and helping

activities in provinces and districts. Its permanent staff has 2500, whilst

contracted 300 people. This Institution is related to the civil defense programs
and their coordination.

National Earthquake Council (Prime Minister's OfficeCircular 2000/9 ;

21.03.2000)

It is formed by Prime Minister's Office Circular and consisted of 20

persons (8 scientists, 8 engineers and 4 other fields). Council's occupation

doesn't include any institutional, administrating work, but only scientific.

Earthquake forecast considered from the scientific point of view, Council then

gives necessary information to the public opinion, defmes measures to be

taken for relieving damages, makes consulting steps with relevant public

institutions and forms strategies, solves ethic problems risen during
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earthquake forecast period. Especially local administration units are charged

with wide ranged control and post- earthquake organizations.

6.4. Sensible Policy and Planning Proposalsf about Natural Hazard

Different institutions and persons have notably presented various

proposals and requirements sensible about disasters over the last few years.

Accordingly;

Proposals of the Turkish Great National Assembly Research Committee

(20.06.1997)

A great deal of proposals has been made by different milieu

regarding struggles against disasters. By setting up a research committee for

this purpose, National Assembly has taken part in these activities.

Proposals made by this committee are classified in two groups - first

one dealing with legal amendment requirements and the second one

proceeding change on institutional basis. As for the legal basis, the priority is

given to the articles to be added to the development law nor. 3194 concerning

plans or projects not complying with development planning's in the disaster

regions and related penalty and responsibility measures. Increase of a penalty

and paying a fine against irresponsible building and scope of supervision

competence and responsibility of local authorities according to the laws no.

1580 and 3030, are also a matter of proposals. New laws related to the

construction control and responsibilities should be drawn up.

Amnesty policy encouraging gecekondu sites and illegal

construction should be given up, while damaged buildings constructed

improperly should be deprived of any kind of help.

Some changes on institutional basis seem to be necessary, too.

Professional chambers need to apply dispositions regarding supervision

responsibility of engineers or architects. Establishing of civil work contractors'

chamber is imperative; construction sector must be saved from its

independent structure.
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One of the important institutional items regarding disasters is the

restructuring of two directorates (Disaster affairs and CivilDefense) bound to

the Disaster Undersecretary, which is subordinated to the Prime Minister's

Office.The matter should also be brought to the University training program of

the relevant professional fields, instructed in detail and placed into the

principal school curriculum.

Ministry of Public Work and Settlement (Technical Research and Application

Directorate) 1999

ODTU(Middle East Technical University) CivilEngineering and City

Planning departments professors, upon the instruction have prepared

proposal of Revision of the Construction Law and Book of Instructions, in

respect of the entire Disaster Conception, by the Ministry in 1999. Rather

detailed report brings new, wide perspectives to the reconstruction

dispositions, as well as new institutional and draft laws for preventing disaster

impacts.

According to the ODTUreport, additions to be made for application

in the disaster connected development plan will be distanced from the entirety,

accordingly, a new development planning and supervision system has been

proposed. There are two distinctive characteristics in the development

planning system - first, structure assuring the entirety between plan stages

and second, the guarantee of coordination between foundations bearing a plan

building responsibility. (General Directorate of Technical Research and

Application of the Ministry of Public Work and Settlement, 1998)

Firstly made by municipal, governorship or other related

authorities, plans drawn up by authorized public plan or private offices are

presented to public or private auditing services and professional chambers.

Rendered back and depending on their dimensions, they are submitted to the

ministerial or municipal certification. If there is no any objection by local

administrations, plans, advertised to the population also, are then sent as

defmite plans to the municipal, governorship or public competent authorities

for application. Last stage covers the plan supervision realized by volunteer

controllers and work supervision institutions. (General Directorate of
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Technical Research and Application of the Ministry of Public Work and

Settlement, 1998)

Second dimension brought to the development planning activities

gives priority to and importance of minimizing disaster losses. Preponderant

importance is given to pre- disaster planning work in order to diminish

disaster damages. Integrated disaster map preparations and Disaster

Development Plans and Disaster Action Programs based on, are anticipated for

determining inhabited areas and fields, which may be exposed to a possible

disaster and its risks. Among the proposed instruments, there are following

requirements: transfer of reconstruction rights to other areas, without creating

need of an expropriation, classification of risky immovable upon their

resistance and its registration on a deed of real estate, as well as listing. Re

definition of an ownership right concept in the disaster law, stipulating a

behavior in conforms with laws, providing assistance and financial support for

type buildings to be implemented in disaster regions. (General Directorate of

Technical Research and Application of the Ministry of Public Work and
Settlement 1998

Physical relations between functions of councils and

committees, in terms of their responsibilities, are as follows:

High Committee of Development: its statute determines

Authorization of certification of Disaster Development Plans, duties and power
of which.

Development High Consulting Committee: Committee giving

information to the High Committee of Development, covering country and

regional dimension inhabiting policy definition.

- Regional Planning Council: It is consisted of ministerial provincial

and non- governmental institution representatives dealing with investment

and physical planning. It also participates to Provincial Environment Plan

preparations.

- Plan Implementation Council:Realizing a task of a provincial plan

committee, its duty is to prepare environmental regularity plans of City and

provincial municipalities.

- Widened Development Committees: They examine a Regulator and

Implementation Development Planning before relevant administrative

assemblies or authorities certify them.
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- Council of Development Technical Control: It is a like control

commissions, however, being authorized by the Development Control Upper

Committee, it inspects technical conformity of plans prepared by private or

public foundations.

- Development Control Upper Committee: Bound to the Ministry of

Development and Settling, it is a committee similar to a building supervision

upper-leveled committee.

- Building Supervision Foundation: Special Foundation dealing with

project and construction supervision, acting there the instructions of

Development Control Upper Committee and Building Supervision Foundation.

- Building Supervision Upper Committee: It is an upper mixed

committee, responsible for controlling the building supervision foundations

(General Directorate of Technical Research and Application of the Ministry of

Development and settling, 1998)

Another important modification drawn from the ODTU report 1S

noticed in a new building and a building supervision system. Followingissues

have been considered therein: Supervision of projects and implementations by

Independent Building foundations (Building Control Foundations), supervising

committees controlled by other controller (Building Supervision Upper

Committee). Responsibilities to be taken into the insurance scope (Professional

Responsibility Insurance) and professional competence concept to get

institutionally functional (Professional Competence Upper Committee) are in

main strategies.

Public and private buildings to be subject to the equal supervision

system, sanctions against any illegal work to be clarified and other proposals

and studies anticipating a tight connection to be established between

development books of instructions and relevant laws and dispositions relating

to the disaster regions.
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SemI Sengezer - Hatice Kansu "Institutional Proposals of Centralized Disaster

Protection" (1999)

Starting point of this proposal is the definition of a planning

hierarchy and accordingly a being stopped up in an institutional structure, as

the most important problem in terms of diminishing the effects of disasters.

The aim of these model owners contained in their proposal anticipates

modifications in the existing institutional organizations and constitution of

some additional foundations, particularly for supervision and procedures,

thus creating a participating organization. (~engezer, Kansu, 1999)

They mention two kinds of participant in planning, technical and

civil. In planning, civil group will include party representatives, civil social

foundation managers and university representatives, while technical one will

become existing Protection Committee and Disaster Security Council, which is

to be founded. These institutions' duty will be stressing necessary

recommendations, inspection at the scene with their sub- organizations, plan

and implementation control services. When plans are drawn up and

completed, they will be presented to these committees, as well as to the

Ministry for inspection.

Upon these modelers, an inspection and liable physical milieu will

be established in the hierarchy regularity functionalism between plans.

The natural hazard management system in Turkey is presented as a

prelude to the subsequent sections on the need to address its institutional

constraints or weaknesses. Financial measures, broad base, revision of legal

documents, relative political stability and training of government officials are

advantage points of natural hazard management system.

Disasters Fund are very important resources about fmancial
measures. The law has a broad base in that it addresses all forms of natural

hazards. Many regulations and other instruments concerning planning and

actions to be taken in the response, recovery development, mitigation and

preparedness phases of regional and local natural hazard management. The

existing legal documents are continuously revised as their deficiencies become

apparent, or as technological advances are made. (Erglinay, 1999)
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The natural hazard management system is relatively immune to

reappointments caused by political changes because provincial governors are

civil employees, and not political figures. The very important national

institutions also embodied within the Ministry of public works and Settlement

organizes courses for officials involved in natural hazard management.

(Ergiinay, 1999)

Hierarchical system, local officials, fmancial limitations on natural

hazard mitigation, land use plans, linkages between central and provincial

government, construction, are disadvantage points of natural hazard

management system in Turkey.

The hierarchical, top- down nature of the natural hazard

management system tends to discourage local initiative, and undermines the

role of local authorities that must face the affected people. Experience to date

has shown a lack of adequate coordination between central authorities and

the provincial administrations during the critical period immediately following
a natural hazard.

And the other problem is that in most cases provincial official's

changes with hazard management are not themselves from the province where

they work, and may be unfamiliar with the local situation. Passing laws and

regulations and establishing government agencies for natural hazard

reduction are by themselves not sufficient to bring about the designed results.

A major deficiency, which needs to be addressed is the lack of

accurate Microzonation maps for a better evaluation of the natural hazard on

a local scale so that a more national use of the land can be planned by local

governments, which have tended to overlook this component when making

land - use decisions within their jurisdictions. Another major deficiency relates

to the supervision of building construction, and the legal responsibility for

substandard building practices.

Progress in social and economic development has been increasingly

affected by natural hazards, which has lead to an aggravation of negative

factors hindering growth.

IIMIR YUK5EK TEKNOlOJi EHSTiTOSO

REKTORlUGU I
Kiiniphone ve DokOmontDsyon Doire B~k.!
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSION

In recent times, the challenges and the opportunities for reducing

the loss from natural hazards have never been greater. Theoretically, the

challenge is easily defmed (to eliminate all natural hazards that cause death,

injury or damage, either to property or the nature) but in practice, this is

almost impossible to achieve. Although the majority of risks are potentially

avoidable, factors, for example, uncertainty about the frequency and

magnitude of future events and the central role played by human error in all

natural hazards, make the total elimination of hazard as unrealistic goal.

Although only inadequate comparative natural hazard data exist,

the best available evidence is that overall losses are rising, despite increased

investment in hazard relieving measures. Continued encroachments of

humans into hazardous areas, as well as the continued growth in population

and in competitive development are the main causes. And then, scientific

knowledge, especially that which relates to uncertainty, must be expressed in

ways that are more useful to local decision- makers and hazard - managers.

Education and public information is also important here to ensure that the

user communities become better skilled at defining their own needs.

On the other hand, there is also considerable scope for a greater

social, economic and political understanding of hazards. Despite the proven

success of preparedness programmes considerable opportunities exist for

natural hazard reduction. According to Lechat the basic main aim of the

Decade is to further encourage the recent trends in natural hazard

management from a reactive strategy of post-natural hazard improvisation,

which relies heavily on relief aid, to a more proactive strategy of pre- natural

hazard planning and preparedness. (Lechat, 1990 Disasters 14: 1-6).

The importance of work and readiness for preventing or minimizing

natural hazard effects in Turkey, belonging to Developing Country Group, is

doubled due to risks increased by its geological and geographical conditions.

Turkish Natural Hazard Policy, relating intemal social and economic

conditions, together with foreign relations arrangements, should be examined,
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and new strategies in legislation, institutional and practice fields should be
determined.

First of all, Turkey should give up a post-disaster "recovery"policy.

New pre-disaster, then post-disaster strategies, supported by civil

organizations, should urgenty be developed.

Another important condition is to reVIse law and regulations

revised. When making new laws, attention should be paid to pre- disaster

matters, reflecting a number of proposals already made.

A condition of priority is actualising the Development Dispositions.

Lack of active development dispositions represents a big defect. Detailed

regulations, sensitive to a natural hazard, should be prepared by laws,

institutions or foundations to be newly constituted.

Another important matter is related with the revision of a building

quality and supervision system. As the role of non-controlled constructions in

natural hazard impacts until nowadays is well known, necessary modifications

should take place in building quality, building supervision field. Relevant

professional chambers, public and private control and supervision units

providing these respective services, should have an effective role in these

applications. There are explanations and limits concerning the structure of

superVISIon foundations and intemational organizations. Professional

insurance for the authorised signature used at professional work and

implementation should render compulsory.

Professional skill and ethics, affecting a building quality, is one of

the problem areas, which should be controlled. Supervision of professional

practice, and academic education and training, by professional chambers, is

matters to be inspected, too. Keeping professional people subject to a

periodical theoretical examination is compulsory. Strict inspection of

professional chambers is inevitable.

Detailed risk analysis, map and report archives on natural hazard

risk areas of Turkey are very important. Data bank and regional offices to be

founded, used in new technologies, should realize local threshold analysis.

During periods other than natural hazard, these plans should be effective in

physical development plans and strategies.

Producing natural hazard risk maps, revision of development plans;

periodical-fortifying works on public buildings should be supported. This may

be solved using a part of post- disaster funds sources. Thus a decline in
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necessary post- disaster aid will be provided by previously established

strategies.

Physical plans resistant to natural hazards; standards and

implementation processes, natural hazard resistant architectural specimens

and building types should be developed. Necessary amendments and

modifications on development matters and regulations are inevitable, notably;

determining risky utilities and measures to be taken, roads and their units, all

kinds of technical and social infrastructure, open fields, landscapes, heliport,

shelter areas in a case of a natural hazard, situation and distances between

and parking places and buildings and similar matters.

To minimize natural hazard risks existing planning concept and

related legal and administrative structure should be revised. Regional physical

plans, land use plans, protection and improvement projects for old and risky

construction areas should be assured by setting relations with new techniques

and natural hazard concept.

* Development and Regional Plans: Basic principles for diminishing

natural hazard effects consist of balanced allocation of the population,

economical operations and avoiding agglomeration in certain regions, creating

reliable environments, bearable for living. This is the reason that distorted

urbanization should be prevented. In other words, country levelled decisions

be taken. National sources should be researched and a relation brought up

between economical and physical events. Local physical plans should be

supported with regional ones and consolidated. Crowding movements m

metropolis, decrease of agricultural fields and constructing buildings m

unfavourable alluvion lands, are facts, which increase natural hazard risks.

Consequently, regional geology maps should determine inconvenient and

natural hazard risky areas. Regional planning projects, which depend on

mentioned regional geology maps must be compulsory, in order to

productively, use of country sources.

* Sub- Regional Plans and Metropolitan Plans: Basic problem is that

the necessity of making metropolitan plans according to the regional plans

goes to the dead end from the very beginning, due to a lack of regional plans

and insufficient legal and administrative structure. A fact affecting the most

natural hazard risks in metropolitan areas is the matter of borders of

municipalities determined by the law nr. 3030. Although actual physical

development area of metropolitan municipalities, today there is no one
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responsible and authoritative organization, which provides coordination

between different municipalities and prepares metropolitan physical plans.

Due to shortages in laws,metropolitan municipalities being unable

to make changes in borders, controls and coordination around border areas

cannot be provided, which results in broken, disordered situations. This of

course produces uncontrolled and uninspected problems in respect of natural

hazard effects. Insufficient structure of the Ministry of Public Work and

Settlement, responsible in making metropolitan plans, is one of the reasons of

non implementation of this process, too.

* Local Implementation Plans: Local Implementation Plans as

physical plans are known as the basic physical plan in our country. Fixing the

areas having natural hazard risky during planning process and limitative

regionalization by these plans is quite possible. Compatibility between macro

scaled plans, and micro scaled plans and physical site can be assured, in

order to reach a reliable physical building and structure. Lack of relation

between planning levels, missing of new strategies in planning process for

preventing natural hazard effects, supervision, are the most important

problems in existing physical planning practise.

Preparation of physical plans without sufficient previous research of

ground base / geological conditions is the other important problem. Laws are

anticipating the use of geological maps as a base for planning, but don't

impose it as compelling. In addition, there is no explanation about map scale,

necessary criterions for use.

Notwithstanding physical planning process is inter disciplinary

process, it appears as the one not including disciplined application, nor

common work of ground mechanical, geologist and earthquake engineer in

natural hazard risky areas. Necessary legal procedures should get these

common operations compulsory.

Some physical plans resulting from mentioned defects have a big

role in increasing natural hazard risks. Due to political pressures and

unconsciousness, physical plans are modified continuously and number of

floors increased, so already limited urban utility fields decrease, additional

floors affect seriously building real supporting capacity, creating thus higher

risks of potential earthquake effects. Consequently, a general, transparent

supervision thru people' s participation, should be assured by a tight control

of revision plans, by inspecting systems giving such construction permits. In
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addition, plan revisions should comply with the whole, very small area

revisions may create serious problems.

Another plan, which named as "Improvement Plan" (lslah tmar

Plant), is another serious problem for existing built up areas of our cities,

which are constructed illegally. Depending On the last Amnesty Law;

disordered unreliable sites have been produced. Repeated amnesty laws have

not only motivated unlicensed constructions, but have also created condensed

planning problems, difficult to resolve. This kind of applications increases

natural hazard damages hundred per cent. Applications of these in the

Development Improvement Plans should be ended, reliable and safe sites, new

models, decreasing risks, should be created. Mass housing projects may be
the most convenient solution to this.

In the implementation process of physical plans %40 of the lands

are gotten from the landowners without any costs and are used for urban

utility services. This constant rate is defmed in Development Law and is used

in everywhere. However, highly crowded areas taken into consideration, this

proportion, regarding a number of users, remains insufficient. Increase of

utility portion, proportional to a population density, is proposed by a wide

section of people.

As a natural hazard concept and planning are so close one within

the other, this brings together a natural hazard sensitive plan understanding

in planning approach and implementation revisions.

All natural hazard risk maps and shows that, Izmir was settled over

the natural hazard risky lands. Earthquake, landslide, rock fall and floods can

damage the city moreover; geology and topography are unsuitable for

settlement. Therefore Izmir has settlements under danger risk for example,

Karslyaka district, Alsancak district, Uckuyular region, Kadifekale and

Altmdag regions. Because of is result, taking serious measures are very

important to decrease the risks. (Fig.3.13)

If the natural hazards risk map and izmir built up map will be

matched, the habitant numbers that live in risky areas will be seen and

natura! hazards risk size will be understood. Kar~lyaka, Alsancak and

Giize1yah coast regions are very risky areas because of the land/soil quality

(Alluvial soil), height density of population and to fill up the coasts. Hatay,
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Narhdere, Kadifekale, Altmdag, Yamanlar regions are very risky areas because

of the slopy and heavy rainfall.

So, choosing the new built up regions and putting in order the old
I

risky housing regions are very important problem and indispensability

situation. If these studies can be made, the risk maps should be researched

and considered certainly.
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